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ABSTRACT
The role of e-learning systems has become imperative in effectively educating masses of
knowledge communities while maximizing the learner’s productivity. Barring this important
role, e-learning systems face major challenges such as having context-aware and reusable
learning contents. Furthermore, aspects of learner profiling and categorization for deliverance
of relevant learning contents, personalization and adaptive content recommendation to
learners need to be focused. Currently, learning contents are static and not machine processable.

Learner profiling may not fully comprehend the implicit as well as explicit

characteristics of learners with subjective consideration of academic aspects at abstract level
of granularity. Learner categorization techniques lack in dynamically considering the
cognitive and inclinatory attributes of learners at finer level of granularity across the learning
cycle. The learning contents offered may not accord with learning capacity of learners (lack
personalization) with minimal support for content adaptivity. In proposed research, Ontology
based Adaptive Semantic E-learning Framework (OASEF) is presented that exploits
comprehensive set of learner attributes identified for effectively profiling the learners based
on discriminative ones. Machine learning based dynamic and adaptive technique named
Learner Categorization based on Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Techniques (LCHAIT) has
been proposed for learner categorization. A supervised mode of learning was employed on a
labeled data set modeled through a LearnerOntology. It has diverse learner’s profiles with
implicit and explicit attributes pertinent to learner’s perspectives of demographics, academics,
inclinations and behaviors. A comparative analysis of LCHAIT with three other machine
learning techniques (Fuzzy Logic, Case Based Reasoning, and Artificial Neural Networks) is
also presented. The learning contents maintained in the ontologies (CourseOntology,
AssessmentOntoloy and DomainOntology) were recommended by considering the learner’s
category to ensure personalization by a dynamic content recommender named Knowledge
based Adaptive Semantic e-Learning Recommender (KASER).
The efficacy of all categorization techniques was empirically measured while categorizing the
learners based on their profiles through metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure and
associated costs. These empirical quantifications assert LCHAIT as a better option than
contemporary techniques as exhibited by greater accuracy of performance metrics. The
performance of KASER was measured through degree of correctness in recommending the
relevant learning contents compared with domain experts. Overall performance of OASEF
was measured while recording the learner’s results spanning three years. The comparative
analysis of proposed framework exhibits visibly improved results compared to prevalent
approaches. These improvements are signified to the comprehensive attribute selection,

(x)

learner profiling, dynamic techniques for learner categorization and effective content
recommendation while ensuring personalization and adaptivity.

(xi)

CHAPTER-01
INTRODUCTION
The perceptible dominance of internet has greatly affected every aspect of human life that can
be observed specifically on academic landscape in the form of Electronic Learning (or “ELearning). The revolutionary advent of knowledge universality through E-learning has
entailed in upsurge of educational elite in societies through development of professionals by
eliminating costs of workforce and infrastructure. Currently, these systems are playing a
pivotal role in transforming information societies into knowledge societies through
widespread delivery of didactic contents with a vision to educate future generation of learners
(expected to grow from 100 million learners to 250 million by 2025) (Drucker, 2005). Such
cyberspace driven learning is paving the way for building hubs of inventive activities through
emergence of concepts such as MOOCs (Massively Open Online Courses) (Snae, &
Brueckner, 2007) with target of maximizing the learner’s productivity and effectiveness
through E-learning.
In order to provide the context to proposed work, a brief rationale for E-learning systems,
dimensions and technologies affecting E-learning systems, stakeholders of E-learning, and
aspects of personalization and adaptivity in E-learning content recommendation have been
furnished in the following.

1.1.

E-Learning
E-learning is comprehensively defined by Drucker (Drucker, 2005) as “The source of
delivering didactic contents integrated through swift value chains. It assures delivery
of learning contents dynamically for having communities of knowledge (i.e. learners
and instructors).
From given definition of E-learning, it may be derived that soul of E-learning is not
merely confined to prompt deliverance of educational contents. Rather, E-learning is
a line of packages ranging from content development to maintaining profile of
learners, aligning contents to respective learners as per their ability (personalization),
from maintaining practice exercises to managing grading. Moreover, the aspects of
adaptivity for learning material, searching from relevant educational repositories and
course administration are also important components of E-learning systems. The
multidimensional and ubiquitous view of an E-learning system is illustrated in Figure
1.1, aiming to improvise the role of E-learning from information transmission to
knowledge-construction (Snae & Brueckner, 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Academic Perspective of typical E-learning System
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The phenomenon of E-learning has been prevailing greatly, especially in last decade,
entailing in removal of numerous educational barriers such as information access, cost (of
traveling, class room environment, and teaching infrastructure), location and time in
educational as well as corporate sectors. Apart from benefit of indiscriminant global reach
(a.k.a. universality) to information repositories, E-learning provides up-to-date information
ensuring high productivity and relevance to dependent as well as independent learners as
stipulated in Figure 1.2. In a nutshell, E-learning is not confined to information transmission
rather it leads to knowledge construction and its delivery (Snae & Brueckner, 2007).
E-Learning system may comprise of some core functional aspects and some sideline services:
Core Functional Aspects: Developing educational contents (course syllabus), Sequence of
educational contents, teaching method, learning activities, and personalization, assessments
(Exercises, Quizzes, Scoring and Grading), searching, feedback and maneuvering contents on
basis of feedback, performance and progress report (Knight & Gasivic, 2007; Lasilla, 1997).
Secondary Services: Registering, Authenticating, Announcements, Tutoring (Payment,
Accommodation, Transportation), course administration (Romero, 2009).
Non-Functional Services: Adaptivity, Responsiveness, Delivery, Interoperability, Modality
(Romero, 2009; Christian, 2011)
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Content Sources: html/xml pages, blogs, polls, simulations, wiki-pages, video trainings,
multimedia content (Christian, 2011)
Figure 1.2: Academic Perspective of typical E-learning System
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With these core functional components and services, focus of our work remains on
developing the learning contents, learner profiling and learner categorization, learner specific
contents deliverance (personalization), sequencing/re-sequencing of learning contents based
on learner abilities, recommendation of contents to the learners and compliance of these
learning artifacts to context-aware web 3.0 (Chute, 2016). All these aspects are directly or
indirectly related to performance of learners which are addressed as research challenges in
proposed work. These accomplishments provide solutions to following research challenges
potentially impeding in fully exploiting associated benefits of E-learning systems:


Specification of “reusable learning contents” and description of “design for
components of teaching material” aligned with learner’s abilities for web 3.0.



Semantics enabled personalization (implicit as well as explicit) for delivering
learning contents in the form of learning objects.



Developing the course contents compliant to E-learning standards and annotating
them while creating syllabus. Curriculum difficulty and its relation degree be
considered.



Mechanism for assessment/exams and adapting/sequencing the course contents
likewise.



Semantically searching the contents through ontologies instead of keyword based
syntactical search available to learners.
(Page 3 of 115)



E-learning applications may not be flexible for learners and lack context of the
learning contents.

Conclusively, target has been to devise a comprehensive and dynamic E-learning framework
with capacity of personalization, adaptation, learner categorization, content recommendation
and compliance to web 3.0 technologies. Each of the aspects asserted as research challenge
that has been addressed in current research is discussed in the following such as incorporating
Web 3.0 learning contents in the form of ontology constructs while developing learning
contents, profiling and categorizing the learner profiles for personalized content
recommendation and adaptivity of content recommendation followed by overview of
evaluation strategy for proposed system.

1.2.

E-Learning and Web 3.0
Web technologies have a paramount role in ongoing success of E-learning
applications for incorporating usability of learning contents, design of learning
components and availability of digital repositories (Knight & Gasivic, 2007).
However, everything on current version of web is syntactical, machine-readable and
not machine-understandable (Lasilla, 1997) making E-learning solutions less flexible
and less interoperable. Furthermore, context-aware alignment of contents to learners
initially and after assessment is also a research issue. It is referred to as “Adaptation”
of contents. These problems suggest porting of E-learning systems to context aware
semantic web (or Web 3.0) having interoperable constructs in the form of ontologies.
In an effort to make proposed E-learning system to comply with Web3.0
technologies, an “end to end” ontology based E-learning framework named Ontology
based Adaptive, Semantic E-Learning Framework (OASEF) has been proposed.
OASEF is envisioned to exploit all the benefits associated with Web 3.0 through
different ontologies i.e. domain ontology to present the overall operational concepts
of our framework, learner profile modeled using learner ontology to capture traits of
learner handy in deciding upon his level of abilities and aptitude while offering
course contents, course ontology models course of “Object Oriented Programming”
and assessment ontology to model quizzes, exercises and exams. A simple but
effective way for adaptation of contents is proposed for learner’s performance
improvement, the primary focus of research presented. Modular level details of
OASEF are presented in section 3.2.

1.3.

Learner and E-Learning
E-learning systems (Drucker, 2005; Snae & Brueckner, 2007) are playing a pivotal
role in transforming information societies into knowledge societies through
(Page 4 of 115)

widespread delivery of didactic contents by educating human communities. These
systems are driven by three key stakeholders i.e. Instructor, Learner and System
Administrator as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Instructors, educationists with a supervisory
role, design the learning contents, exercises/assignments and exams to educate and
assess learners. Learners on the other hand, are consumers of learning contents,
undergo the learning cycle of learning, assessments and corrections to master certain
course(s). System administrators, with a role of facilitators, harness the platform for
instructors and learners in performing their respective roles. Learner being a vital
entity in phenomenon of E-learning is of key importance to ensure the success of Elearning system. So there is a great need of cautiousness while delivering didactic
contents to the learner. Here, the focus of our work is pertinent to the learner and
specifically to the problem of Learner Categorization.
Moreover, steepness in the “learning curve” of learners defines the degree of
effectiveness exhibited by certain E-learning system throughout the learning cycle
(learn, assess, adapt) (Drucker, 2005). So it may be asserted that success of E-learning
systems is greatly dependent upon learner productivity that in turn depends upon the
delivery of learning contents to the learner. Any irrelevance in presenting contents to
the learner would not only hamper the learning process but would also result in a
waste of time and resources incurred in delivering these contents.
Figure 1.3: Academic Perspective of typical E-learning System
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Therefore, a typical “one size fits all” approach may not fully comprehend the learner’s
capacity to learn while presenting learning contents. Hence different factors need to be
considered while offering the learning contents to the learner instead of presenting same
contents to such learner. These factors are learner’s academic performance, learning style,
aptitude, background knowledge, and term-wise performance during the course. Once the
picture of the learner’s ability is clear by rightly categorizing the learner, learning contents may
be offered keeping in view the learner’s ability. This categorization has potential to offer
twofold benefits i.e. which contents to be offered to the learner for first time and adaptivity of
contents (performance-based sequencing/re-sequencing of contents during the course). An
overview of techniques employed for learner categorization has been given in section 1.3.1 and
1.3.2.

1.3.1. Learner Categorization for E-Learning Systems
Different techniques have been proposed for learner categorizations (Romero, 2009;
Cristian, 2011) that categorize the learners exploiting the “unsupervised mode” of
learning for classification. These techniques may not comprehend both implicit (such
as score in exams, CGPA and performance in Pre-Requisite courses, age, and region)
and explicit characteristics (such as Pre-Test score, learning style, aptitude and
personal details) of learners in categorization; specifically, academic aspects are
considered very subjectively (Cristian, 2011; Bozkurt, 2015) in contrast to objective
ones. Moreover, techniques considering these subjective academic aspects ignore
learners’ behavioral and demographic perspectives. Some techniques (Shute, 2016;
Salena, 2015) sort the learners into good and bad learners only, which is not amenable
to a true depiction of learner’s categories. Few learner categorization techniques, after
categorizing the learners, do not take advantage of reusing information of newly
categorized learners for future classifications. This prevents machine learning
techniques from being dynamic and adaptive to cater new scenarios dynamically.
Lastly, few techniques (Thaaka, 2014; Chen, 2000) claim to target the semantic web
but formal and explicit descriptions of learners using ontologies seems missing.
The shortcomings in learner categorization techniques mentioned above have been
addressed in research presented. An adaptive and dynamic learner categorization
technique named Learner Categorization through Hybrid of Artificial Intelligence
Techniques (LCHAIT) is proposed (details in section 3.3). The proposed technique,
exploiting the notion of hybrid machine learning techniques for learner categorization,
would target the E-learning systems by modeling learner profiles through ontology. It
needs to be dynamic enough for building a learner’s profile automatically with implicit
parameters from real time data sources and explicit parameters acquired from the
(Page 6 of 115)

learner. The profile of a learner would be modeled by considering demographic,
academic, behavioral, and inclinatory aspects of the learner in an ontology named
LearnerOntology to benefit from semantic web technologies. After building profile of
learners, proposed technique (LCHAIT) would classify the learners by exploiting the
retrieval phase of Case Based Reasoning (CBR) and employ Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) in adaptation. Moreover, data repository of the E-learning system
may be updated with latest information of learner category. This aids in dynamically
reusing the profile of existing learners in classifying upcoming learners.
Figure 1.4: Learner Categorization using Machine Learning Techniques

Besides classifying the learner through LCHAIT, another goal of proposed work is to
recommend the most appropriate one among four Machine Learning (ML) techniques
for learner categorization by making a comparative analysis in terms of performance
and cost. A comparative analysis of LCHAIT along with other ML techniques such as
Case Base Reasoning (CBR) (Sankar & et al., 2004; Aamdot, 2011), Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) (Arditi & Tokdemir,1999) and Fuzzy Logic (FL) (Bai, 2003) is also
presented for categorizing the learners as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Learners are
categorized into one of the categories of 'Novice', 'Easy', 'Proficient' or 'Expert' based
on their profiles. Here it is worth mentioning that these learner categories were devised
after a survey from the educational psychologists, learner evaluation from the
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behavioral and cognitive perspectives, literature (Chute, 2016; Cristian, 2011; Seteres,
16) and input from seasoned educationists and academicians.

1.3.2. Why CBR, ANN and Fuzzy Logic?
Learner categorization has an important role to play in providing learning contents to
the learners in any E-learning system as discussed in section 1.3.1. Different machine
learning techniques have been employed for the learner categorization. The rationale
for using these techniques namely CBR, ANN and Fuzzy Logic is given in the
following. The phenomenon of Case Based Reasoning targets to solve different
problems based upon past knowledge contained in case base memory of CBR
(Romero, 2009; Christian, 2011) (knowledge of learners in this case). A suitable
solution is suggested by CBR after relevant knowledge is extracted for current
problem. In our case, profile of learners is maintained in case base where each tuple
corresponds to record of learner as shown in Figure 1.5. A similarity matrix is used to
evaluate the proximity of current learner’s profile to those of existing learners for
categorizing new learner in a class. Based on degree of nearness, suggested scenario is
“retrieved” and “reused”; if exact solution is not found, the suggested solutions are
“adapted” and used.
Case base, maintaining the learner profiles (along with respective categories), is
updated by “retaining” the solution to new problem for resolving future problems.
Figure 1.5: A Typical Model of CBR for Learner Categorization

Second technique used for learner categorization is Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) having
a mathematical representation of fully connected structures called “neurons” for information
processing. These neurons are arranged over different layers (input layer, middle layer and
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output layer) when required with different situations. The values of neurons change
dynamically while adapting to external or internal information flowing through the network in
different phases (training or validation) as illustrated in Figure 1.6. Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) has been employed for categorizing the learner based upon learner profile fed as
training set to the ANN model. Profiles of the learners are fed to ANN along with classes in
which learner is to be categorized. Each of the learner attribute is mapped to input neuron of
ANN model and output neuron represents the category of learner. Further details regarding
training and testing of ANN model is elaborated in section 3.3.
Figure 1.6: A Typical Model of ANN for Learner Categorization

Third technique used for categorizing the learners is the Fuzzy Logic. This technique has been
employed due to its inherent suitability for classifying (categorizing) the objects under
consideration that are “learner profiles” in this case. It categorizes the learners based upon
their profile attributes (in the form of qualitative attributes) that are mapped to input ranges.
Crisp input comprises of profile attributes of learner which is fuzzified, evaluated using a set
of rules in the rule inference engine in order to produce learner’s category; which is
defuzzified for providing the requisite output. The detail of input ranges for learner
categorization is furnished in section 3. 4. An overview of this technique is given in Figure
1.7.
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Figure 1.7: A Typical Model of Fuzzy Logic based Learner Categorization

These techniques not only classify the learner (based upon his profile derived from academic
performance and personality traits) but also update the data repository of E-learning system
containing learner records. This aids in reusing the profile of existing learners in classifying
upcoming learners. Here it is worth mentioning that besides classifying the learner, another
goal is to recommend the most appropriate one among three ML techniques for learner
categorization by making a comparative analysis in terms of performance and cost.
Implementation level details of all these modules are provided in chapter 4 and 5 respectively.

1.4.

Semantic based Content Recommender and E-learning
Educational content recommenders are very important for success of modern Elearning systems. Appropriate recommendation of learning contents is of key
importance for effective and efficient learning of the learners.
Variety of educational recommenders is available that are broadly categorized into
collaborative recommenders, content based recommenders, hybrid recommenders
(combination of both the collaborative and content based recommenders). The
recommendations of learning contents for learners use the ratings corresponding to
learner, learning content and content features. Dependence on these ratings may entail
in issues of cold start/ramp-up (lack of historic information), early rater (no rating
Information), and overspecialization (lack of knowledge about learner’s level).
Knowledge base recommenders are gaining much attention in E-learning systems for
not depending upon different ratings as collaborative or content based recommenders
do. Another aspect of knowledge base recommenders is the use of ontologies that are
naturally right representation of learning objects mimicking their relationships and
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interdependence (in same way as a “concept map”). Moreover, ontologies are
equipped with features of reusability, interoperability and share-ability across
different platforms while preserving the semantics of learning contents (Seteres &
Ossevroot, 2012).
Knowledge based recommenders proposed so far may not simultaneously consider
learner characteristics as well as features of learning contents in the form of
ontologies (Shen, 2017). Few knowledge based recommenders (Shen, 2017;
Shishechi & Banihasham, 2012; Romero, 2009; Menendez, 2009) maintain the
learner history by capturing learner interactions with system during ‘login session’.
Data collected from these interactions is used to characterize the learner for offering
relevant contents rather complete profile of learner may be desired in its
categorization. Few recommenders consider pedagogical recommendations, perform
evaluation and then adapt for provision of appropriate contents.
This process provides a kind of overhead for learners since suitability of contents is
evaluated for re-recommendation of contents through necessary adaptivity.
Sometimes, learner characteristics are maintained in ontology but learning contents
are not modeled semantically (Santos & Boticario, 2009). Relation between concepts
is recommended by counting frequency of arcs connected to certain concept (Gao,
2008). Secondly, user input is required for recommending the contents. Frequency of
contents merely does not express the context of concepts under consideration unless
some meanings attached to each of the relations among corresponding concepts. Also,
acquiring input from the learner for content recommendation may not be desired for
automatic learning content recommendation (Luis & Rafilo, 2013). In order to
recommend learning contents, techniques based on Multiple Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA) (Shishechichi & Banihasham, 2010) which exploit learning
context instead of learner personalization by recommending contents with different
alternatives via relevance of worst, average and most relevant. Learning context of a
learner, without considering academic context of learner and respective evaluation
(hence adaptation) may not be comprehensive indicator of learner characterization.
Keeping above issues in view, an ontology based content recommender is proposed
for E-learning system named as KASER as discussed in section 3.5. KASER takes into
account the learner categories and recommends the learning content amenable to
learner’s abilities. The rule based recommender ensures the aspects of personalization
and adaptivity as given in section 1.4.1.
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1.4.1. Personalized Content Recommendations
One of the major focuses of proposed research is to provide the learning contents to
the learner aligned with learner’s capability i.e. personalized contents. After learner
categories are finalized and learner contents have been modeled, a mechanism for
respective content recommendation needs to be devised. A rule based knowledge
driven recommender is presented in this research work that semantically models the
profiles of the learners and the learning contents in ontologies (Radulovic, 2012).
Learning contents are recommended to the learners based upon their profile
categories contained in ontology (No dependence on Ratings due to machine learning
techniques (e.g. CBR, ANN, FL) based learner categories). Profile categories of
learner are assigned through machine learning techniques based upon both implicit
and explicit characteristics each corresponding to a concept in the ontology. Implicit
characteristics (such as score in exams, CGPA and performance in Pre-Requisite
courses, age, and region) and explicit characteristics (such as Pre-Test score, learning
style, aptitude and personal details) along with behavioral and inclinatory preferences
are maintained in LearnerOntology. Profile of every learner in the LearnerOntology
is assigned a category into one of the categories of 'Novice', 'Easy', 'Proficient' or
'Expert' based on their profile characteristics. On the other hand, learning contents
(which in this case are programming language constructs), are modeled in an
ontology named OOPOntology (Object Oriented Programming Ontology). Learning
contents, represented by topics and subtopics, each corresponding to a concept in
ontology, are also categorized based upon level of difficulty, programming language
(since three languages are modeled in ontology), and number of weeks. Mapping
among respective concepts from learner ontology and learning contents ontology is
provided through a rule based system (Romero, 2009). Rule based recommender not
only ensures the aspect of personalization but incorporates performance (or
evaluation) based adaptivity as well. Based upon performance of learner in certain
topics and weeks, learning contents are re-sequenced or category of learner is updated
as discussed in section 3.5. After half of the semester, learner’s performance is
evaluated subject category in order to re-assign the learner category. The key
parameters of adaptivity are the target-model scores for each of the category, course
week, assessment score (weighted scores obtained in quizzes, assignments, exercises
and class tasks) and number of times learner’s content level has been upgraded and
downgraded while offering the contents. Details of each of the learner parameters,
methods to acquire values for parameters and rules based adaptive recommender are
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provided in chapter 3. Here, it is worth mentioning that difficulty levels have been
assigned to each topic or sub-topic with help of domain experts from industry as well
as academia in compliance with prevalent standard such as SCORM/IMS (Lin & Pan,
2008).

1.5.

Evaluation Approach
A twofold approach for evaluation of proposed framework has been adopted for
validating performance of learner categorization, content recommendations, and
comparison of proposed techniques with contemporary ones. One dimension is to see
the health of ontologies that have been used in the learner model as well as in the
content model. The other aspect is experientially measuring the accuracy of learner
categorizations through metrics of accuracy and information retrieval, correctness of
content recommendations, and degree of adaptivity through verifications from
domain experts.
Two of the most prevalent techniques have been selected for evaluation of ontologies
i.e. OOPS (Ontology Pitfall Scanner) (Poveda-Villalón, 2012) and Ontoclean
(Nicola, 2002). Moreover, comparison of proposed ontologies has been made with
existing E-learning ontologies (Liem & Beek, 2013) from perspective of coverage in
terms of course concepts, object properties and data properties.
Other aspect of evaluations is to experimentally evaluate the correctness of learner
categories assigned through machine learning techniques and get their degree of
accuracy verified from domain experts. The degree of correctness among learner’s
input and the one computed by our system is represented through Kappa’s coefficient
(Abburu, 2012). Furthermore, the recommendations made by proposed rule-base
recommender reference to profile of learner are also evaluated in same fashion as
learner categories. Overall impact of personalized and adaptive E-learning system
may also be evaluated through weekly performances, term performance and yearly
performance of learners.

1.6.

Research Goals
It is envisaged to devise a web-based solution to bridge the gap between eLearning
systems and semantic web which offers the aspects of machine process-able
information with common shared-meaning (Homin, & et al, 2014). The motivation is
to come up with an end-to-end E-learning framework equipped with features of
personalization and adaptivity for voluminous educational contents and increasing
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number of learners (Naeem, 2013). Lastly, the aspects of context awareness, delivery
of reusable and relevant educational contents are also included in targeted goals.

1.7.

Research Objectives
In order to meet the stipulated research goals, a very crisp set of research objectives
have been defined along with respective implications. Each of these objectives is
mapped to working modules of proposed framework as discussed in chapter 4.


One of the envisioned objectives is to empower E-learning such that it is not
merely confined to information transmission but ensures comprehensive
knowledge construction and its dynamic delivery to learners intelligently on web
3.0 (Zhiwen & Nakamura, 2007). In other words, developing ontology compliant
learning contents that have been missing at finer level of granularity in the form
of academic course(s).



Current techniques of learner categorization may not fully comprehend the
learner profiles and appear to be static in nature. So learner profiling and learner
categorization through different machine learning techniques is targeted with an
objective to deliver learner specific contents.



The incorporation of the features of personalization and adaptation based on
learner’s outcomes is one of the objectives where current E-learning systems lack
for not having flexible and dynamic recommenders. Developing an E-learning
solution that semantically annotates educational contents (course syllabus),
sequences contents, manages assessments (Exercises, Quizzes, Scoring and
grading), aids in acquiring learner’s feedback and maneuvering of contents on
basis of learner’s performance.



Semantic Searching is one of the most important features that is missing in Elearning systems and ensures human interpretation especially for next generation
of web technologies i.e. Web3.0.



One of the possible outcomes would be to promote the concept among
academicians and develop human resources capable of extending, implementing
and carrying forward the idea at its pinnacle.

On headway to attain the asserted goals, we look forward to develop the baselines Ontologies,
annotation of learning contents, development of courses and delivery of E-learning LOs
(Alsultanny, 2006). Moreover, ways for creation, annotation, sharing and discussion on
resources such as lectures, course description, exams and evaluation would be devised. The
focus of work would also be learner profiling and categorization in order to ensure the aspects
of personalization and adaptivity.

The proposed ontology driven E-learning framework
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would require modeling of all important aspects such as knowledge domains, learners,
processes and activities.
The breakdown of thesis is given as follows: In chapter 2, a review of research efforts in
domain of E-learning is discussed, a rationale for discussion is briefly discussed along with
the domain background to lay the foundation of concepts discussed, chapter 4 elaborates the
proposed framework, evaluation and results have been furnished in chapter 5 and chapter 6
concludes our research efforts with a view of future directions.
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CHAPTER-02
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Internet has redefined every aspect of human life and so the methods of educating the
learners. Phenomenon of E-learning has prevailed greatly in second half of the last decade.
E-learning systems have been under the lime-light of research community due to their
effective role in educating the learners dynamically in a ubiquitous fashion. In an effort to
complement the E-learning research, our efforts range from learner profiling, learner
categorization, modeling of learning contents, personalized recommendation of learning
contents to learners and assessment based adaptivity of these contents. A handful of literature
is available on these aspects through variety of techniques as furnished in following sections.


Rationale for E-learning system



Modeling the learner profiles for subsequent categorization



Modeling the learning contents for learners



Aligning learning contents and learner model with Ontology based semantic web
technologies



Recommendation of learning contents to the learner.



Adaptive Recommendation of learning contents

Each of these aspects is discussed in a modular fashion:

2.1 E-Learning Systems
A promising application of E-learning systems is “Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) (Andreas, K. Michael, 2016), the platforms to benefit the E-learning systems
delivered by finest instructors on courseera.org, futurelearn.org, openuped.org etc.
Learners may keep the track of their academic progress through Learning Analytics (LA)
while competing with their peers. Furthermore, LA may suggest if learners are required
to improvise through more effort and time cover for the areas they lack.
In (Kemp, 2014), more of an informative survey report, requirements and significance of
E-learning is highlighted as proportional with modernized technology. There are three
aspects of technology discussed such as: E-learning and internet, learning management
systems and learning analytics.
A thorough discussion on designing and implementing the pivotal aspects of E-learning
frameworks are presented in (David, 2007). Moreover, suggestions on the ways mlearning systems may be customized for enhancing application of E-learning systems are
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discussed. M-learning implies the use of mobile phones for educating the learners. It has
transformed the process of educating communities in more flexible and personalized
ways through collaborative (community) support for learning (Tetard & Patokorpi,
2008). A study for E-learning coupled with m-learning for people outside the
conventional education system is presented that focuses on three theories i.e. pedagogy,
mobile learning objects and sociology. An empirical research (based on observations,
questionnaires and interviews) has been presented that is conducted on several groups of
students to measure student retention, their numeracy and literacy skills. A remarkable
increase is shown with incorporation of m-Learning in the educational process. It is
concluded that m-learning may be taken into account for having significant benefits such
as immediate support, new opportunities of learning, ubiquitous learning, improved
communication between teacher and student, and quicker feedback. The future
challenges, we may need to mitigate are usability issues, cross-platform support,
interoperability and portability of learning contents.
E-learning coupled with mobile learning deals with a stream-lined processes in order to
facilitate the learners (Parsons, 2007). The aspects specific to m-learning pedagogies are
analyzed from four perspectives: E-learning environment issues (user interface, rich
media objects, and communication support), learning contexts (situational contexts
[identity, learner, activity, and collaboration], environmental context [spatio-temporal,
facility]), learning experiences (organized content, Goals and Objectives, outcomes and
feedback making learning pleasant, while meeting the educational objectives. The issues
identified in design were User roles and profiles, Mobility, Interface design, Media and
Communication. These design heuristics were tested on different learning conditions of
m-learning with varying characteristics such as “Uniwap”, “Ambient Wood” and
“Mobile Learning Organizer”. However, thorough assessment of these aspects is still in
progress.
The process and framework of E-learning was designed and implemented for schoollevel learners (Jeong & et al, 2008). The research concludes that portability, connectivity
and context-sensitivity are key factors for consideration for having a comprehensive
educational platform (with capacity to cover the gap between conventional and modern
education). Following scenarios may always be considered while designing m-learning
solution:


Learning is not dependent on any spatial or temporal aspect.



M-learning applications may be exploited in various academic
domains.
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The process of knowledge construction is a collaborative activity.



Motivation behind use of m-learning applications measureable
degree of learner’s productivity.

Future research is expected to transform the method of delivering knowledge from
mere delivery of educational contents to the personalized content delivery.
The paper (Darrel, 2007) categorizes different case studies of E-learning in order to
define the teaching pedagogies. Furthermore, m-learning, E-learning and u-learning
have been compared. Individualized & socialized m-learning have been subdivided
into four categorized keeping in view the high and low transactional distance.
Figure 2.1: E-learning for Socialized Mobile Learning

Research presented in (Darrell, 2013) elaborates the application of E-learning coupled with
mobile learning project named “Mobile Economy Project”. It explores the best practices for
actively involving the learners and instructors for enriching the process of learning.
Barring the benefits of ubiquity and universality of learning, a variety of benefits are also
available such as:
Personalized Digital Content: that improvises the learning capability reference to
degree of intellect. Good students do not have to wait for average students to catch
them. Similarly, the slow learners have no pressure to come at the same level as that
of quick learners at greater pace.
Embedded Digital Assessment: When content is delivered in digital form, it is easy to
deploy pop-up quizzes that evaluate comprehension and assess the knowledge of
students.
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Learner and Instructor Involvement: The role of instructors and learners has
positively affected the enablement of learner performance. Teachers observe that
students are more motivated to learn, developing creativity, encourage problem
solving, applying knowledge to practical problems, and taking ownership of their
own learning.
Conclusively, employing and institutionalizing mobile technology can transform learning into
an impactful product for educating them and preparing them to excel in a global environment.
A generic architecture based upon multi agents based E-learning system for learner/instructor
in virtual environment is presented in (Cedric & Cyril, 2010). Study focuses on representation
of knowledge and pedagogical model (to add, delete, and modify instructive concepts),
learner model and interface model are focused in addition to instructor model (for providing
knowledge about exercises to be performed). Veracity of conditions is evaluated by
manipulating models contextualized for specific environments using M1-level knowledge
based on learner-instructor relationship.

2.2 Personalized and Adaptive E-learning Systems
An implementation of personalized E-learning systems is presented in (Liu, 2009) that
deal with appropriate adaptation techniques (for smart curriculum sequencing,
navigation guidance, intelligent problem generation and analysis of solutions, adaptive
contents, etc.) where user preference and personality are most important factors. Focus
of this paper is use of ‘grid agent E-learning model’ (including registry, directory and
discovery). Artificial Psychology (that imitates human psychology with computer to
analysis the preference of user) is used for adaptation. Results from experiments show
that learners perform better if they use proposed “adaptive grid agent model”.
Three types of agents i.e. student’s agent, manager’s agent and teacher’s agent are used.
The roles of agents are coupled loosely where they perform in isolation or discover the
desired agent automatically through well-defined axioms and interfaces. Agent
publishing and agent discovery services were used for ease in communication of agents.
MBTI tests (identify personality types of participants) were used in experiments to
assess the framework. They were carried out on 30 undergrad students who were placed
in a similar learning group based on their past academic results. These students were
categorized into three categorized i.e. 9 asserted as non-cooperatives, 13 were cooperative and 8 were pro-active students. It appeared that last category (pro-active) had a
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better performance than cooperative ones and non-cooperative students had poor
performance compared to cooperative ones.
Rapidly evolving mobile devices are capable of communicating with the E-learning
servers (Imre & Gergely, 2009) that aids in personalized distance learning. These
devices support a wide range of input widgets where selection of appropriate
frameworks and architecture can build a flexible hybrid E-learning system. Goal was to
develop a mobile application suite that can process the content stored over central
repository for displaying a feasible way on the “Symbian-based” mobiles in an
asynchronous, one-to-many based communication model.
While implementing the proposed architecture, functional plans and relational database
were developed in layers i.e. presentation, logic and data layers. Prototype user
interfaces for various device classes was created that passes data through layers in XML.
The paper (Jahankhani & Tawil, 2015) describes the philosophy that learner’s style
should not be focused than learner’s ability for personalization. Tests are used to
estimate learner’s ability dynamically. Different models such as domain model
(classes/properties describing topics of domain and pedagogical relations), learner model
(for learner’s profile, preference and identification) and content models have been
developed for building respective ontologies. Lastly, adaptive engine generates
personalized contents based on learner’s information coming from learner’s model.
In E-Learning systems (Jung, 2006), heterogeneity with respect to Background
knowledge, age, experiences, professions, and motivation; has impact on curriculum
sequencing as in the field of intelligent tutoring system (ITS). This paper addresses
generating an individualized course for each student dynamically in minimal time that is
handy in distance education. Genetic algorithm and case-based reasoning are employed
to construct a near-optimal learning path where initial data is collected using
computerized adaptive testing (CAT).
The system comprises of GA-based module and the CBR based module. A course on
‘Java Language Programming’ was developed by Curriculum experts to analyze the
primary concepts along with tests for each learning concept. 300 examinees who
majored in ‘JLP’ joined the Pre Test contained 18 Topics. This empirical research
indicated the generation of appropriate course material amenable to level of examinees
dynamically.
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The paper (Baylari & Montazer, 2009) addresses issues in static educational material by
considering the knowledge and capability with interactivity (responses & feedbacks
based on assessments) for quality learning of learners. So an E-learning system
employing Item Response Theory and machine learning techniques is presented. Learner
is assessed after session of learning and assessments are made over tests (IRT based) and
personalized recommendations (ANN based) entailing in personalized teaching
environment are presented. There was one hidden layers in the network, ANN model
was trained (over input, output and hidden layers) in MATLAB software environment.
For evaluation purpose 6 different responses were presented to the network collected for
each test. The Learning Objects (LOs) recommended by ANN model were recorded in
order to certify the contents suggested by domain expert. Performance of ANN model
appeared similar to the desired outcome with an acceptable ration i.e. 25 of 30 tests
(83.3%).
Figure 2.2: Educational Content Structure for Agent based E-learning System

A theoretical background to address the heterogeneity of learning community is discussed in
(Kolas & Staupe, 2007) through personalization by considering learner aptitude. Different
stages for learners have different needs such as Novice, Competence, and Proficient etc.
Besides, personalization ensures that learning objectives may be considered such as
capability, psychomotor and productivity. LOs may be furnished to the learner based on
learner’s capacity score with preferences and behavior of learner for suggesting LOs. Also,
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HCI (human-computer interaction) are handy in ensuring individualized needs through
conventional approaches such as mapping of topics and web 3.0 constructs.
E-learning system for content delivery based on preference, contents and navigation history is
presented in (Nasraoui, 2009). It has two parts: offline component (modeling phase)
preprocesses data based on learner model and content model. Online model (Recommender
phase) recommends learning object based on content based filtering (based on correlation of
learning items) and collaborative filtering(items recommended by other learners having same
interest).
A dynamic and personalized has been proposed for online content recommendation in online
learner communities of E-learning. The process considers usage history of learner and content
of learning material. Out of learner’s profile, knowledge and preferences, this paper considers
learner’s knowledge (represented in the form of weighted visited object vectors).
Content modeling is done through “Nutch (open source search engine)” followed by
recommendation strategy based on content filtering. Indexing of content is done through
automated crawling and indexing phase. Recommendation phase comprises of a query
formulation phase based on page navigation history of learner/his preference. Time stamped
sliding window keeps track of this navigation history. Proposed system claims to improve the
quality of recommended objects.
The research presented in (Cyril & Ronna, 2010) proposes an E-learning system based upon
multi-agent-system based generic E-learning architecture for learner/instructor in virtual
environment. Study focuses on representation of knowledge and pedagogical model (to add,
delete, and modify instructive concepts), learner model and interface model are focused in
addition to instructor model (for providing knowledge about exercises to be performed).
Veracity of conditions is evaluated by manipulating models contextualized for specific
environments using M1-level knowledge based on learner-instructor relationship.

2.3 Semantic Web based E-learning systems
The aim is to optimize the learning search at offline ontologies knowledgebase with
no reasoning mechanism in Kuang & Lee, 2013). Online ontology editing and
visualization extract knowledge from ontology; builds course concept maps and
reasoning rules for students of grade 7th of junior high school with total of 95
students. Ontology is used as structured representation of concepts/concept maps and
relationships among them. Ontology based learning shares common understanding of
a structure reuses the domain knowledge and separates the domain knowledge from
operational knowledge. It is used to drive additional rules pertinent to concept maps.
RacerPro, JESS (Java Expert Shell), Apache JENA may be used for reasoning
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purpose. JENA is a feature that creates new RDF model containing triples derived as
well as asserted in “Base Model” with forward, backward and hybrid reasoning.
In (Henza, 2004), a framework for personalized eLearning system is presented that
shows usage of semantic web’s “Resource Description Format” for automatic
generation of “Hypertext Structure” from distributed metadata (with goal to develop
adaptive educational hypermedia systems). Meta data of users, domain and
observation has been employed. There is a proposal for Personal learning services
capable of interpreting “metadata-annotated” learning resources, capable of
understanding annotations with respect to standard Ontologies (LOM, IMS etc) as
well as domain Ontologies. Learner’s profile is modeled through learner’s interaction
with system.
Reasoning, sharing and reusing in open world, like semantic web is still an open
problem addressed in this paper. The communication between reasoning rules and
open information environment takes place by exchanging RDF annotations; rules
reason over distributed RDF annotations.
The domain ontologies of Document, DocumentType, Concept, ConceptRole and
ConceptRoleType have been used with properties isPlayedIn, isPlayedBy, subRoleOf,
subConceptRoleOf etc.
IEEE PAPI has been used as a guideline to develop ontology of a user profile.
Learner is dependent on Performance ontology. Presentation Ontology mainly
comprises of Association, which in turn comprises of Bindings, RelationType and
StructureType
A personalized E-learning system, based on the IEEE Learning Technology Systems
Architecture (IEEE LTSA), is presented that automatically adapts to the interests and
levels of learners (Li & Chang, 2005). Feedback extractor and user profilers combine
multiple feedback measures (to infer user preferences) and deliver personalized
information (via collaborative filtering algorithm) respectively.
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Figure 2.3: IEEE Learning Technology Architecture (Li & Chang, 2005)

In this work, all the learning contents have been sorted as the concepts and topics through
their annotation in ontology termed as “Ontological Knowledge Base (OKB)”.

The

module named “Feedback Extractor” is designated to have the learner response after
assessing them keeping in view the user preference. Problem is mapped to an information
fusion process in order to have the learner preferences prior to the evaluation.
The degree of accuracy shown by proposed algorithms is around 83.2% accuracy. But the
complete process of evaluating the knowledge delivery is on headway.
Learner’s portfolio or preferential profile has been used for presenting the domain ontology as
learning resources on same lines as offered by (Goguadze, 2009). The traits of learners are
represented as sub-graph of domain ontology defines a way to fill a gap in learner’s current
knowledge and the one targeted.
In (Naraoui, 2008), E-learning system capable of preparing the ontological learning contents
automatically has been proposed. Tools are developed for facilitating instructors for
annotating the content of learning materials as given in “pedagogy ontology” (Mao & Chen,
2009). The terms available in learning material are automatically identified for corresponding
learning objects (textual learning material). This incorporates research in automatic ontology
generation, an open research issue.
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In (Ali, 2006), ontology based E-learning system is proposed that provides shared
understanding of contents at orthogonal levels of describing the content, context and structure
in a course while dealing with (aids in semantic search as well). E-learning hypermedia
systems attain the feature of adaptability through hyperspace, HTML, and XML for learning
content repository through “Content Knowledge Ontology” (endure interoperability of
contents) for a corresponding “Student Model”. Conceptual model of this system comprises
of both student model and knowledge space model along the domain model.
Another E-learning system named Elena (Mikls & (2003), works by ranking the learning
resources reference to text-filters (with weighted relation of asserted text and corresponding
document), category filters (calculating distance among ontology category and ones specified
as subject) and product of both the weights and distance.
In (Crampes, 2000), system is developed to build an E-learning system while keeping in view
the learner preferences for certain courses dynamically. In order to build the learning material
and strategies for fulfillment of searching from content repository. There are four ontologies
developed to model the system i.e. learner, interface, teaching strategies and domain ensure
reusability of knowledge sources.

2.4. Standards in E-learning Systems
SCORM (Chern & Pan, 2008) has been adopted as a prevalent standard for facilitating
the learners but offering a specific set of educational contents through devised
guidelines. The implementation of SCORM in true essence can assure the dimension of
adaptivity and personalization.
SCORM compliant (Lieponiene & Kulvietiene, 2004) E-learning system would contain
three components mainly.
1. Content Aggregation Model (CAM): defines the ways in which SCORM
materials are packed or organized. It contains Assets (html, img, videos
etc) which are collected in SCOs (shareable content objects).
2. Runtime Environment (RTE): controls how LMS launches contents and
their communication with LMS
3. Sequencing and Navigation (SN): standard to sequence learning content
and activities for students. (Order of course). It has group of conditions
and actions.
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Figure 2.4: A Typical SCORM compliant SCO

In order to sequence the learning process through different activities, some other standards
such as ADL and ITS-SS have been presented in the form of “Activity Tree” (Yao, 2009).
Learner’s interaction with system aids in developing a learning activity with sophistications.

2.5. E-Learning and Learner Categorization
The concept of data analytics (Romero & Ventura, 2007) in education has a great room
for various applications. These techniques have potential for improved understanding of
contents for students. Data mining techniques (Mahmoud, 2014) are employed for
formative assessment of learners in order to provide a way for classifying the slow
learners by identifying relation between academic achievements and his behavior in
course of English language. Evaluation of learner is carried out through modes of
listening, speaking and writing that helps in respective classification of learners.
The learning contents which are available as learning objects have been modeled through
linear regression in (Srivastava, 2014). It uses variables linked to learning activity, user
experience and accumulated knowledge. Categorization of learner is performed at
concept level that in turn is evaluated based on percent concepts covered in knowledge.
After assessments, learners are classified based upon two aspects i.e. quality of answers
and the time consumed in answering. Contents of discipline were divided into chapters
where every chapter was modeled into concepts at a concept map. A classified model
was created based on aggregates as a result of learner’s experience in eventuation of
learner’s experience for recommending chapters/concepts in a discipline. There were
500 students, 5 disciplines, 5-10 chapters and10-20 exams/tests used to initiate learning
and concept coverage to evaluate the predictive accuracy of approach in recommending
learning contents through WEKA.
The data usage of learners is logged by (Bhaskar & Das, 2010) for categorizing the
learners in order to predict the learner’s performance. In order for context aware
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deliverance of learning content; profile context and learning context of learner is created
to devise an evolving learning path (Ossevroot, 2012). Here, Genetic algorithms based
adaptive scheme is proposed for context aware E-learning. This adaptivity is done
through features fitness of contents, presentation and media. GA runs reproduction, cross
over and mutation till convergence to maximum fitness of learner’s profile.
In (Chen & Kamber, 2011), employed data cube technology and decision tree for
improving the learning strategy.
An approach presented in (Yathongchai, 2013) provides a way to measure the degree of
learning for a student based upon his demographics, gender, motivation level and prior
knowledge in course of molecular biology. Student characteristics appear to be aligned
with learning strategies and paths targeting computer based learning environments.
The focus of research presented in (Chen & Liu, 2000) is sorting the slow learners out via
performance prediction through data mining algorithms. The technique marks the
students requiring remedial learning activities to be designed by instructor. WEKA is
used for manipulating these machine learning techniques. Results predict that MLP with
75% predictive accuracy has better performance than rest of the techniques.
Any E-learning system has three mandatory components as suggested by experts of
educational psychology; LOs), learner and adaptive engine (Brusilovsky, 1996; Amirat,
2016). Here adaptivity of learning contents based upon learner profile is discussed for
recommending suitable contents.
In (Cortez & Punch, 2003), using data mining techniques predicted failure ratio of
students in two classes (Portuguese and Mathematics) while exploiting 25-29 predictive
variables. Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Neural Network and Random Forest
were employed on student dataset comprising of 800 students who appeared in final
examination. Neural Nets and DT algorithms exhibit the degree of accuracy as 92% and
93% respectively.
E-learning system (Cakula, 2013) based on cross similar ontologies is proposed for users
whose profile is maintained after getting his score of evaluation from perspective of
domain specific and domain independent aspects. Learner’s profile (or learner model) for
offering the learning contents is solely function of assessment score of learner. Similarly,
student’s personality is maintained through coupling of knowledge management
techniques and ontologies conceptually (empirical research is still in progress).
Prevalent techniques used for categorizing the learners are provided in (Kaur, 2015; Mavi
& Uzunboyl, 2014; Hu & Peng, 2015) exploiting classification, clustering, linear
regression etc. However, each of these techniques may pose some issues with their usage
in categorizing the learners as discussed further. Educational data mining techniques (Hu
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& Peng, 2015; Sarwar & et al, 2016) are applied using unsupervised mode of learning
and classification. Such solution may not be handy when we want to be specific while
categorizing the learner since the specific classes will determine the contents to be offered
to learner. Moreover, these techniques are not fragile enough to implicitly consider and
cater new scenarios in the dataset for future decision making pertinent to classification of
learner. Couple of techniques (Bhaskar & Das, 2010) categorize the learner based upon
behavioral aspects and may not comprehend the performance aspect as desired.
Moreover, it only sorts out the slow learners for working out their academic deficiencies.
Classification of learner is done based upon his predicted future performance (Hu &
Peng, 2015) through automatic extraction of features. Performance based prediction may
not provide the measure of student’s learning style and ability in entirety. In (Romero,
2007), ontology based E-learning system is proposed where learner is categorized on
basis of learner score (domain specific evaluation). Though it is an ontology based
system but modeling of learner’s profile ontologically seems missing. Secondly, a clue
about dataset on which experiments for categorization of learner was carried out was not
provided (Sarwar & et al, 2016).

2.6 E-Learning and Educational Recommender Systems
The organization of learning contents in atomic units is called learning objects (LO)
which are used effectively through ontologies (Chen, Kuo, 2015). Recommendation is
based on sequencing rules created from domain investigation/learning progress.
Collaborative or content based filtering, dependent upon historic information of learner
and learning content, not dynamic to comprehend changing user requirements.
Characterization of user profile is tricky process may conclude in recommending
irrelevant information without user characterization. Each LO referring to one knowledge
point or concept is modeled in content ontology by domain expert. Topic level
dependencies are also defined via concept tree and competency tree. Experiments were
carried out with 158/219 students in a subjective way. Rationale and overview for
ontologies is not provided. Tasks provided to students through LOs are vague and no
empirical impact of proposed technique is presented.
This paper (Sharma & Ahuja, 2016) presents an educational recommender using
ontology with system characteristics i.e. learner and learning material. Learning material
is filtered according to learner’s knowledge. Current techniques suffer from problems of
(a) Cold start/ramp-up (Lack of historic information)
(b) Early Rater (No Rating Information)
(c) Overspecialization (Lack of knowledge about learner’s level)
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So knowledge based recommenders with classification structures and instances of
knowledge base are considered via ontology. Knowledge driven recommenders have
no dependence on rating information, overspecialization and statistical evidence of
ratings of user. Ontologies offering benefits of reusability and share-ability are
employed for structured, dynamic classification of learning material. Pedagogical
study focuses on having learner ontology and learning material ontology offering
contents in the form of text, images or videos. User’s background knowledge is not
considered. Moreover, learner history captured through “login sessions” where
viability of its usage is not stated.
In (Eliassi & Shavlik,

(2003), personalized recommender is presented with an

objective to recommend modification in contents of course through association rule
mining in the form of a rule based system. Collaborative recommender is used for
rule-recommendation based on profile of instructors having similarities in their
profile properties.
A recommender system is proposed in (Santos, 2012) for teacher assistance in
designing learning practices. Two ontologies have been presented where first one
presents learner’s perspective i.e. how learning contents are perceived and utilized for
knowledge acquisition. Other one presents knowledge about learning techniques,
practices, criteria and tricky contents to master. Three components of system are
presented i.e. course classification, instructional design, and recommender for
learning objects.
This concept paper (Olga, 2009) proposed knowledge based E-learning recommender
system that can generate pedagogical recommendation (instead of learner profile
driven recommendation), selects recommendations and analyze impact of
recommendations on learner through adaptivity.
A technique for reducing irrelevant contents to provide pertinent info is proposed
(Wei, 2009). By proposing recommender system driven through user ontology and
spreading activation model, user model with aspect of knowledge and behavior is
presented. Algorithm for domain of semantic networks and interest model are
discussed in an abstract way. A thorough evaluation of systems is targeted as future
goal in presented work.
E-learning content recommender system is proposed taking into account the learning
context or situation (subject, tools, age etc) instead of learner preference or
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personalization (Ricci & Rokach, 2011). MCDA (Multiple Criteria Decision
Analysis) is used to recommend tools, events or contributors as additional data
categories. Using MCDA (selecting best alternative based on criteria), sorted list of
learning items for recommending contents is created through preprocessing, filtering
and relevance (relevance value of each alternate resource). MCDA, reducing multicriteria problem to single criteria has four stages (three for identifying the problem
and fourth for the solution). Every Criteria is assigned evaluation score (0-10) for
predicting relevance (worst, average, best relevance).
Criteria for prediction are:


How many relevant values in a resource (non-weighted properties)



Threshold for property (distance from threshold define selection)



Average rating of properties (collaboration approach)

On the basis of these criteria, global preference model is generated through marginal
utility function (MUF). MUF is used to compute the rating R(a) of element ‘a’. No
real time data was available for evaluation rather data was generated for testing
purpose. Evaluation aspects are very subjective.
Semantic recommendations for suggesting the learning content is presented with two
subsystems (Manouselis & Drachsler, 2013) i.e. semantics based and rule based
systems. Learner’s knowledge, learner profile and learner evaluation are based on
time-constrained performance/previous knowledge and storage. Observer module
keeps the track of time in mastering a concept. Rule base system aids in content
adaptivity for updating learner profile.
Analytic Network Process (ANP) for semantic technologies is presented on quality
model of semantic technologies where subjective expert dependency for alternative
comparison is recommended (Rodríguez & Rorís, 2013). AHP is used for pervasive
comparison whereas ANP (network of criteria and alternative) is used for comparison
where criteria depend upon each other. MCDM framework is followed by having
different alternatives (software products with common functionalities) with criteria
(software quality characteristic) using a comparison algorithm. Alternatives are
automatically compared on Saatay’s standard scale evaluated using a super-matrix.
Aspects of quality metrics are covered by set of alternatives consisting of 4 tool
combinations. Dependency upon user for taking the criteria, it introduces static view
whereas a dynamic input may be employed.
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A framework for semantic E-learning systems to recommend personalized contents
while using intra/inter semantic relations of learning contents/concepts (Salam &
Qusai, 2016). Learning items are presented with enhanced quality by facilitating
presentation, interpretation, inter-operation, reuse and search of contents to address
information overload in top/down fashion. Recommender for Arabic and ESL
(English as Second Language) are presented for collaborative, contents based and
hybrid recommendations. There are main modules such as (1) Repository Servicesstore and maintain learning content (2) Semantic Indexing Service (3) User Interface.
Keywords comprise of attributes e.g. author, publisher, title etc. Normalized concept
similarity comprise of attributes based on inter/intra basis is computed by considering
relations with other concepts. Relation between keyword and concepts is computed
via keyword frequency, relation with other keyword and number of arcs. Relation
arcs do not depict importance/sequence of concept. Lastly, learner gives keywords on
basis of which contents are recommended. Automatic recommendation should have
no dependence on learner’s input. No validation about performance measurement of
recommender is presented. Also, user context/ability is not considered from
perspective of personalization.
An approach using learning content and reusable domain ontology for educational
recommender is presented in (Fernandez & Karlsen, 2009). This approach comprises
of four steps (1) Calculating relevance of content
(2) Recommendation refinement (interactive refinement by learner) via difficulty,
spatiality or interactivity (3) Learning Path generation (connecting target contents and
preceding contents).
(4) Recommendation Augmentation (via example, quiz, exercise etc). It is not
specified that how similarity of objects is computed for certain learners since only
restrictions/rules are defined. Recommendation refinement is done manually through
learner’s

input.

Learner

context

seems

not

exploited

as

refinement

of

recommendation is dependent upon learner’s input (why learning context is built?).
Evaluation of recommender is done with respect to temporal performance instead of
relevance/accuracy of recommender system.
The problem of relating the learner contents with learners leads to Sparsity issue.
Different features based similarity metrics such as Tversky’s metric (through
common and different features), Spearmen’s correlation (ranks every feature
reference to its occurrence frequency or importance) and Latent Dirichelt Allocation
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(similarity based on its tags) have been employed to find the missing ratings with
ontologies related to movies. Recommendation is evaluated via recall metric with
random set of movies as training/validation set. Dataset is divided as T1: old movies,
T2: New movies, T3: random as training/validation set, T3’: long-tail part. These
datasets are evaluated via different metrics and LDA performs best due to semantic
aspect consideration.
Semantic technology based system is proposed to have models of learner, learning
resource

and

personalized

recommender

system

(Yang

&

Sun,

2010).

Recommendation idea is based on relevance calculation via correlation properties of
concepts.
Comparative study of different ontology based similarity techniques is presented
from theoretic as well as practical perspectives (Safyan, 2017). Moreover, ontology
based similarity technique is presented using taxonomic features of ontology.
Similarity classification techniques are (1) concept edge-count-longer the path
between concept edges less is similarity (2) feature-based- degree of overlapping
between sets of ontologies as functions of properties (3) content based-occurrence
probability of each concept.
Dimensions of accuracy, computational complexity and dependence on knowledge
sources are considered for evaluation and comparison.
Continuity in number of exercises recommended to learner is a major issue. Several
aspects of “Web usage mining” have been presented but current solution employs
ontologies (ontology matching), fuzzy logic (fuzzy classifiers) and tree hierarchy
(namely M-Tree) (Tambe & Kadam, 2016). Also, target is to make system more
adaptive, semantically rich and swift to respond the learner queries. Given a query, it
is subjected to TD-IDF (Term Frequency; Inverse Document Frequency) followed by
ontology reasoning and fuzzy logic. Lastly, collaborative recommendation of contents
is done via Pearson’s correlation.
An educational tool (named LODLearning) based on semantic technologies is
introduced for enhancing the contents of learners in given subject (Garcıa & Gayo,
2016). Widespread implementation of E-learning systems has introduced Learning
Management Systems (LMS) for sharing, creating and collaborating the learning
contents. However, these contents are context-unaware. Therefore, a semantic
technology esp. RDF is used for learning course content’s expression. Here
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enhancement refers to adding/linking related material/content to the current lessons.
Most relevant contents are searched using NLP entity recognition algorithm for
extracting and incorporating out of given text. LODLearning content is compiled with
Sekai LMS that in turn uses IMS learning standard protocol along DBpedia.
Effectiveness of technique is evaluated in terms of learner’s performance in an intersubject study in a defined time slot by comparing “Before-Tool” and “After-Tool”
effect-size.
Techniques exploring the ontology engineering have been used for designing and
integrating the curricula and syllabi (Chung & Kim, 2016). The contribution is for
sequencing, adaptivity and sharing. Curriculum (list of courses for certain period),
course (set of syllabus) and syllabus (contents, objectives) are represented as layers of
learning ontology. For every learning object, five parameters are incorporated i.e. ID
of object, cognitive level of object, aptitude level and skill set are required to
comprehend a course construct. After the learning activity is triggered an
“Achievement Assessment Matrix” is used to access the level of knowledge attained
by certain learner. This matrix helps to offer adaptive contents for learners.
Evaluation of proposed work and implementation for designing curriculum, syllabus
and personalized services is targeted as future work.
In (Chern & Pan, 2008), focus of work is to employ semantic technologies for persistence
services

in

Learning

Management

Systems

(LMS)

through

more

expressive/flexible/heterogeneous/reusable representations.
“Online communities” connected the external content base with learners/teachers to develop
the “virtual communities”. Also, internal and external contents have been linked to provide
graph-based navigation in platform. A step ahead is SIOC (Semantically Interlinked Online
Communities) that represents rich data from social web. Idea presented was applied on legacy
applications by ending up in RDF graph that can be queried with SPARQL. Final framework
was tested on big-data based technologies like Hadoop, Hbase, Flink etc. The entity centric
nature of technique helps in identifying the resources via URI while competing the “linked
data” environment for E-learning resources in communities.
An E-learning framework is presented in (Chung & Kim, 2016) for learning management
systems contrary to previous systems. A domain ontology along with profile ontology has
been presented through VARK model for learner’s classification. A comprehensive view of
m-learning is given along with semantic technology for location-independent learning (Rani,
2016). The aspect of personalization for learning content provision keeping in view capacity
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and skills of learner have been provided through VARK model of learning. ACM
computation classification has been used to get baseline concepts for domain ontology.
Profile of learner has been built by acquiring demographic information of the learner.
Organization of the learning contents offered to the learner has not been elaborated though it
is the core contribution of work as claimed. Also the aspect of personalization to recommend
the relevant contents seems missing. Development of feedback system is envisioned as a
future work. Also, it may aid in taking a step towards IoT (Internet of Things) based Elearning system.
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CHAPTER-03
RATIONALE FOR DISCUSSION AND DOMAIN CONCEPTS
In today’s world of virtualization, every facet of human life is affected by internet whether it
is economic aspect or social perspective or one pertinent to academics. But the impact of
scientific advancements and technological innovation is changing the course of education
from physical to virtual classes by removing the barriers of time and space (clock and
geography). The independence of current learning practices from geographic location has
paved the way for distance learning to educate the learners in a ubiquitous manner. This
phenomenon of virtualization in the learning process is termed as E-learning focused to
Increase educational-elite in societies.
Figure 2.1: Impact of Internet on Human Life
Education

Health

Internet

Society

Economy

3.1. Role and Benefits of E-learning
E-learning or Electronic learning is the process of disbursing learning contents through
electronic technology for educating learners with number of learning prevalent
techniques i.e. slides or word/PDF documents in CDs, video conferencing, televised
lectures, webinars (live online classes), message boards, social media, periodicals,
journals, wikis and many more. However, our research is focused on virtual education
through web of semantics i.e. web 3.0. There are number of underlying reasons for
opting E-learning over conventional study: it is swift, less costly, more interesting, and
available at any time any place, manageable and update-able with convenience for large
groups of learners. Moreover, it enables learners for not relying on the teacher and be
independent with standardized process, consistency in the delivery of content and higher
degree of satisfaction with web-enhanced teaching. Various limitations of E-learning
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have been observed such as lack of grooming the learners from social perspective or
enhancing expressivity of the learners from presentation point of view. Moreover, some
health issues like eyestrain, bad posture show physical problems. This arises the need to
make things interesting, proper sitting posture, and timely regular breaks are
recommended.
The product of E-learning is knowledge and knowledge is not something tangible stored in
computing devices or human brain, rather it refers to what someone knows entailing from
knowing of something that is called information. Information combined with some context,
interpretation, cognition and innovation breed knowledge. So it can be asserted that
information in a processed form becomes knowledge that can be articulated through different
mediums like texts, computers, videos etc. The distinction characteristics of knowledge from
information are “pertinence to communities”, “analysis driven”, and “residue of thinking”.
At the same time, idea of encoding and transferring knowledge in educational communities,
institutes and companies is not new: growth of employees in terms of training, development
activities, organizational procedures, reporting, routines and manuals have been a major
source of knowledge sharing. However, exploiting the innovation in the information
technology area is a major source of knowledge distribution (i.e. internet, intranets, data
warehouses, data filters, and expert systems) for creation, management, sharing and
exchanging the knowledge.
One of the enormous benefits that have been produced by the use of internet is the E-learning.
These benefits are descendent of global drivers i.e. learning anytime, anywhere globally with
reliability and availability ensured. Also, corporate sector expedites the benefits of E-learning
by updating of learning materials across whole enterprise through updated content/relevant
contents. This incorporation of eLearning in corporate sector requires support of management
(i.e. vision and a comprehensive plan integrating the learning process with organizational
cultural). This may update the behavior of organization while establishing culture of quickly
learning and taking it to the execution phase with effective implementation of the learning
infrastructure.
This also introduces the aspect of personalized online training to enhance the effectiveness of
learning (Personalized E-learning is discussed in following section) with modular content
delivery offering flexibility/training comprehending learning styles of learners, accessing
material and reviewing it.
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Lastly, E-learning is suited to organizations operating across the globe with diversity of
workforce residing in multiple time zones; the need for coordinated travelling and scheduled
content delivery is vanishing but multinational companies need to cater the aspect of multilingual communities and issues of localization. This not only enhances the value of trainings
but adds to productivity and revenue compared with physical trainings with reduced costs.
The benefits of E-learning have been discussed by (Drucker, 2005).

3.2. Levels of E-learning
On basis of how E-learning systems work or the way learning contents are disbursed,
these systems may be categorized in four broad categories or levels (1) Knowledge
database: primary category or level of E-learning are the websites with indexed
explanation for stepwise guidance of questions for performing certain task. (2) Online
support: may refer to messaging support, bulletin boards, emails, or chat rooms with
immediate answers to queries posed. (3) Asynchronous training: is the conventional
mode of learning (traditional way) linked to the reference material. Instructor can be
contacted via email or online discussion board. (4) Synchronous training: is the
advanced level where instructors are available live for learners in a predefined time. This
level of training is offered via internet A/V conferencing, web sites or internet telephone
where all members may interact and communicate with each other.

3.3. E-Learning and Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Numerous E-learning systems have been made available for managing and delivering
the course contents such as Learning Management Systems (LMSs). These tools greatly
aid in automating the learning processes such as administrating, documenting, tracking
and reporting the learning materials and automatically checking the assessments for
grading featured with online course collaboration aligned with campus courses.
LMSs is not a simple management software rather it is an infrastructure for
delivery/management of learning content, identifying learning goals of the learners,
while keeping the track of progress to attain the specified goals. Moreover, data for
proper supervision of learning process and organization is collected and presented for
reporting purpose after a course is registered and is administered.
Majority of the Learning Management Systems are web-based solutions for aiding in
creating and administering the learning content. Also, they are employed by academic
institutes for supporting classroom teaching while providing courses to groups of
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learners. LMSs are used for employee’s training to comply with prevalent industry
standards, for student self-service to register for instructor-led course, on-line
learning/assessment, for managing the continuous professional education, for learning
in collaborations i.e. content sharing, helping material and discussion threads, and lastly
the management of training resources.
LMSs have been developed through different development platforms such as few are
built in Java (J2EE) and others using Microsoft’s .NET(C#). Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI) are made through HTML, CSS and JavaScript and a strong database on back-end
for storing the learning content, learning data or users’ grades and so forth.
Learning Content Management System (LCMS) is another concept used in conjunction
with LMS. LCMS is focused on learning content management by authoring and reusing the contents for learner. Primarily, LCMS is used by instructor or content creator
compared to LMS where learner is the prime user. Open source as well as commercial
organizations have been focusing on building LMS systems where most popular
commercial products are Blackboard, ANGEL; whereas open source products are
Moodle, Sakai and ATutor.
Any LMS compliant course with standardized contents includes different activities with
sections such as: Topic Lessons, Learning materials/resource, Quizzes, Assignment,
Forum, Journal, SCORM and Wiki. Those activities are organized around topics and
courses. Also, LMS may provide a feature of tracking learners by producing activity
reports for each user.
A comprehensive comparison of Moodle and ATutor is discussed to provide a picture
of their feature-set provided by each of them (in terms of usability, features and
technical flexibility) along with prevalent technologies for adaptive content delivery.
A remarkable accent of LMS can be observed in last decade with more focus on
learner’s knowledge, communication of learner and instructor with up to date learning
contents. Despite of all efforts for making LMS more effective, one of the major
limitations lack of the features of personalization and adaptation. All the learning
contents provided to learners with “one size fits all” approach i.e. similar learning
contents for all the learners without taking into account their prior knowledge, interests
and goals. Our work has more focus on these aspects of individualized provision of
learning contents since lacking of this aspect may hamper the effectiveness of any
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strong and comprehensive learning tool. A detailed view of personalization will be
provided in section 3.6.

3.4. E-Learning and Web 2.0
World Wide Web (or internet) refers to heterogeneous collection and collaboration of
distributed computing machines. It aids in communication services while addressing the
need of users browsing for learning contents. The advent of internet has changed the
ways information is being accessed through hypermedia link.
Web 2.0 has also changed the ways we have been interacting, socializing and learning.
So these changing proceedings and trends, dominating the Web, have also affected the
E-learning systems by making E-learning systems more learner-centered. This approach
of targeting the learners has taken things away from conventional methods towards
equipping learners with ability to use knowledge and information without getting into
the task of locating information and knowledge. A learner-centered approach that aims
to create digitally-literate learners interacting as peers in this social atmosphere built
upon a web platform using web technologies like web services and AJAX. Furthermore,
web 2.0 is devising a way to move away from monolithic learning application
architectures having predefined learning paths and contents, to an open learning
environment with platforms that can interoperate and offer with an online network of
socially connected/collaborating learners. An example of collaborating E-learning
applications is conversation exchange (www.conversationexchange.com) where
language is taught by instructor to a partner desirous of learning a language. The partner
is also interested in one of the languages the instructor (or first learner) speaks. This is
how learners learn languages through sharing of knowledge with one another.
Moreover, learners may expect an active monitoring of their performance and behavior
for rightly adapting contents reference to their new inclinations by user modeling and the
behavior analysis using different data mining techniques. Barring all these advantages
that community exploits through user-centric nature of E-learning systems driven by
Web 2.0; instructors, learners and institutes applying these technologies may face some
issues too. In wikis, for example, there might be false entries that necessarily need to be
reviewed and approved by specialists or domain experts.
Also, a huge number of user-base of internet is adding to the learner’s diversity, specifically
in the context of distance learning, learners might have varying opinions (contradicting or
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different) that need to be handled likewise. Furthermore, a balance to innovation and
consistency need to be maintained while meeting the learners’ expectations.
Another challenge is to explore new methods and ideas with capacity to enhance the learning
experiences without confusing the learner from overwhelmed information and overshadowing
the learning objectives.
Web 2.0 driven tools may be employed only when needed with educational purpose not
because when they exist. Need of learners may guide the use of technology and not vice versa
as can be observed in case of E-learning.
WWW is unbelievably ensuring the features and benefits of robust and dynamic search
mechanism. However, one of the major issues is searching of relevant information after
specifying keywords for search. Such situations are suitable for intelligent human-search and
not for machine-to-machine search due to lack of structured and standardized information.
Answer to these issues is Web3.0 or semantic web.

3.5. E-Learning and Semantic Web
A comprehensive review of semantic web is provided along with functional artifacts
followed by the elaboration of semantic web compliant E-learning systems and the
associated benefits that can be acquired with web 3.0 models. Semantic Web, termed as
the web of data gives a description and relational structure for context aware vocabulary
and grammar. A brief comparison of attributes of web 2.0 and web 3.0 is tabulated in
table 3.1:
Table 3.1: Attribute Comparison of Web Generations

Web 2.0 deals with human-readable/understandable and not the machine understandable
entities; the very reason to trigger the evolution of Web 3.0. This version of web i.e. Semantic
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web, comes in to existence due to precise, and available for applications to process, share use
the explicitly described domain. The term “machine understandability” refers to the ability of
performing application operations on data with minimal human intervention. The essential
constituent parts of semantic web are eXtensible Mark-up language (XML), Meta data or
XML schemas, XML based Resource Description Framework (RDF), Schemas for RDF and
Web Ontology language (OWL). The abstract architecture of Tim Berner Lee’s Semantic
Web with brief description has been given in Figure 3.1:
Figure 3.2: Tim Berners’s Architecture of Semantic Web (Bai, 2015)

Uniform resource identifier (URI), most important part of web at basic layer, uniquely
identifies the resources i.e. web pages containing web information. URI has two sub-parts i.e.
Uniform Resource Locator-URL (for primary resources identification) and Universal resource
name-URN for a globally unique name. On the other hand, Unicode is a global standard for
encoding/ representing the text.
Every XML document comprises of three sections:

a. Declaration,
b. DTD schema
c. Instance.
It is not mandatory for an XML document to have XML declaration and DTD schema. XML
declaration refers to the version and encoding used. A XML schema (or DTD) describes the
structure of given XML document. Lastly, XML instance contains hierarchy and boundaries
of elements delimited with different tags i.e. start tags, end tags or empty tags. An example of
an XML instance in well-formed (follows the tagging rules) is given in Figure 3.3:
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Figure 3.3: A typical XML Schema

In order to represent meaning of XML tags, data is represented formally using some models
that is called Resource Description Framework (RDF) with structure of model specified in
RDF Schema. Both RDF and RDFS have been standardized by WWW Consortium as shown
in Figure 3.4. RDF refers to a document with representation of data in the form of sets of
triples (Object, Subjective, and Predicate) to assert relationships between the composing
elements. RDF may not provide any clue to semantics of any domain; it merely gives a
domain-independent way to assert the Meta data independent of XML.
Figure 3.4: RDF Representation and Example
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Web ontology language (OWL) ensures machine process-able web contents in the form of
XML and RDF Schemas for specific domains (as the concepts and their relations). OWL is
available in three variations reference to richness of expressing the contents and level of
intelligent logic offered: OWL DL, OWL Lite and OWL Full. Ontology, the representation of
domain in the form of concepts, is has hierarchy and set of rules for Inference and making
decisions based on axioms. Here taxonomy, with context of classification of system,
resources grouped into concepts, their relations and properties.
Semantic Web is representation of data that establishes and addresses the data semantics
complying with standard grammar and language artifacts with unique labeling of data. Apart
from building a context aware platform of semantics different Object oriented principles like
Inheritance, Composition and Aggregation etc. can be exploited for building the web of
knowledge. Number of application development tools and frameworks exploit the statements
for interpreting the vocabulary. The application and exploring of such tools while keeping the
semantics intact is focus of our work. In order to ensure and balance the requirements of
accuracy, integration, and expressiveness, a rich set of languages is offered by Web 3.0 to
address all requirements of information and programming ranging from basic to complex
such as Scripting, Python, Java and C#.Net.
Semantics based E-learning envisaged having an enhanced degree of recognition in academic
and corporate arena, several models or framework are presented with critical support
mechanism in educational and corporate sectors for elevation of student/teacher performance
and that of employees of organizations through variety of learning applications. The
demanded effectiveness of E-learning systems is addressed through Ontologies (specification
of conceptualization) in form of the object, process, and other E-learning entities. A special
focus of our work is to contribute for a modernized E-learning framework for educational
processes like syllabi, pedagogies and styles suited to culture of Pakistan.
A web 3.0 compliant E-learning system has different beneficiaries like learner or instructor
system, with online content provision and transmission. A typical E-learning system needs to
have preliminary functional modules where learner/instructor performs different tasks as
authentic and authorized users of the system. This aspect of security is handled through
necessary registration of learners/instructors.
Once registration is complete, both learner and instructor may use these systems for selecting
learning contents by opting a course and its topics followed by learning activity. Instructor, on
the other hand, may assess the learning skills through quizzes, assignments or exercises.
Furthermore, instructor may upload lectures, learning material, quiz solutions and exams for
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the learners. Also, a record of learner’s performance is maintained for grading purpose and
tracking his accumulated/aggregated performance.
In today’s age, it is very important to maintain E-learning systems such that their usability is
maintained with features of standardization, interoperability and share-ability with contextual
information. This is done through use of ontologies as backbone for maintaining learning
contents, learner’s profiles, assessments and modeling of contents as given in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: A Typical E-learning System using Web 3.0 (Elaine & Jeff, (2004).

3.6 Personalized E-Learning and Adaptivity
Personalized learning process is the recommendation of learning contents, pedagogy
tailoring, designing curriculum in an individualized manner. The process of learning
outcomes, contents of instructions and assessments are derived based on learner’s
profile. Moreover, the process of learning may be self-initiated by learners with their
interests in certain domain. The concept of personalization is not merely provision of
individualized learning contents rather it is a broader concept to capitalize the learner
productivity learning content, when it is learned and how it is learned.
Sloan Consortium in a research found that E-learning environments have grown by
20% over the last few years in USA and Canada (Elaine & Jeff, (2004). These are
good indications especially for students trained in a distance learning fashion over
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internet electronically. The advent of E-learning has transformed the way in which
education has been conducted compared with instructor-led conventional approach of
“one size fits all”. The ubiquity in every aspect of our lives (services, business,
shopping, roaming internet etc.) has complemented the concept of “customization or
personalization” and same is true for E-learning.
Figure 3.6: A View of Personalization and Adaptivity

Lately, it gives rise to the phenomenon of learner-centric “Personal Learning Environments
(PLEs)”. The aspects which need to be offered in a personalized fashion are:


Personalized content delivery that may be offered as text files, Audio Video contents
or images



Personalized interaction with content provision technologies (settings) such as online
tutorials, discussions, approaches, quizzes etc.



Personalized learning environment such as fonts and themes



Feedback driven personalization termed as Adaptation



Learner centric than instructor-led with variety of learners

Different factors have been considered so far to ensure the personalization of learners
including his academic performance, demographics, personal traits, style to learner, aptitude
etc. These factors greatly help in personalizing the learner’s expectations by having these
credentials at the time of registering for course/training. This helps in determining the suitable
contents and mode of delivery more suited to the learner. During the course of study an eye
may be kept on learners’ browsing preferences and history- such as online forums, blogs,
journals, social media sites or other relevant content sources. This will not only help in
attaining the personalized objectives set as the outcome of learning process but also the way
course sequence is managed by tweaking the assessments (for delivering effective results) of
learner that can comprehend learner’s abilities and competence by offering relevant contents.
The role of ICT (Information Communication Technologies) (Kumar, 2016) has been very
effective in provision of personalized learning content. The aspect of personalization in
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learning is considered to be similar to 'customization', that is more effective with digital
personalization for the efficient learning experience. This enables the educationists to adjust
level of difficulty for contents to be taught and fabricate exercises based on learners'
performance.
All these aspects collectively are way to empower the learner with skills and confidence in
Personal Learning Environment (PLE) while managing and controlling their learning path.
We will discuss important aspects that can add to the effectiveness of PLE:
Communication for meeting the learner’s expectations and learning goals is of great
importance since learners are major stakeholders in making any E-learning a success. In
consultation with learner, E-learning programs can be designed and developed along learning
activities.
For example, if an online training course of “Information Technology” is developed for
business management learners, it will be useful for learners from students of computer
sciences as well. Learners from both the disciplines can benefit these contents to some extent
but designing separate modules for learners from both domains will optimize results.
Moreover, learners will know that training program is specifically designed for them.
Localization perspective is very important in comprehensively developing a perceptible Elearning system with culture of learners. Any concept described in native language of learner
will be perceived easily and swiftly.
For example, a workforce is being trained on CAD (Computer Aided Design) software in a
multinational company with medium of communication in English (assuming that major
chunk of employees understands English) and varying educational background. Later, it is
revealed that learners are bilingual – a mix of English and Spanish workforce; with engineers
as well as diploma holders. An effective knowledge transfer may not be ensured without
translating the course in Spanish and by setting the respective level of engineers/diploma
holders. So, personalizing your online training programs is important.
An important aspect of personalization is “user modeling” that enhances feature set of Elearning system by tailoring the learning models to educational goals, and the learner’s
capabilities. On basis of these aspects, degree of adaptivity of certain E-learning framework
can be described for knowledge and the preferences of learner dynamically. Such learner
model asserts the learning based on preferences, goals and skills of learner. This model is
updated based on the learner performance accumulating the knowledge pertinent to learners.
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Adaptive learning, another important dimension in E-learning systems, is product of
personalization with an effect on learning experience. Our research idea integrates
personalization and adaptation into an E-learning system in an environment that caters for
both personalized and adaptive learning. Adapting through techniques (content, links,
interfaces, or all) for learners is done through their characteristics and performance.
There are different benefits which can be earned by employing personalization in E-learning
system such as improved learning performance, better learner engagement, learning gaps
closed, time allocation for learners. These factors are a major driving force behind our
research efforts with a major focus on learner personalization and adaptivity.
These features of personalization and user modeling are employed together for recommending
suitable learning contents. Recommenders assist the learners in connecting the learners with
suitable learning materials in personalized way since finding suitable contents for the learners
across the web is still a major challenge. A semi-automatic content recommendation of
contents is answer to research question of semantic content recommenders despite of the fact
that fewer recommenders are found in education sector when compared with commerce or
medicine. The learning contents presented are modeled in the form of ontologies to benefit
the web 3.0 backbone.

3.7. Machine Learning and Educational Recommenders in E-Learning
Machine learning techniques equip the system with ability to make a decision based on
data analysis dynamically. It necessarily requires no pre-determined model/equation for
analysis or making a decision. Rather, these techniques are trained and tested on datasets
provided along with classification types for making a decision.
Figure 3.7: Types of Machine Learning
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The precision towards making right decision improves with richness of dataset in terms of
effectives feature attribute selection. Based on availability of classification information,
machine learning techniques can be divided in to supervised learning and unsupervised modes
of learning as given in Figure 3.7.
Supervised learning makes a decision based on ground truth (available evidence) to predict
the output of learning model. When machine learning model is trained with a known output,
classification and regression is used for prediction. Classification techniques are handy in
predicting the discrete responses such as predicting if an email is spam or genuine.
Regression, on the other hand, predicts the responses that are continuous such as temperature
fluctuations or power demand.
Unsupervised learning has no defined output for predicting the output. It has to identify the
patterns through Inferencing from the dataset. A famous example of unsupervised learning is
the clustering that groups the similar data by identifying similarity among cluster items.
A set of supervised learning techniques have been used in proposed work such as Artificial
Neural Networks, Case based Reasoning and Fuzzy Logic. These techniques have been used
for classification of learners as discussed in section 3.5. The reason for employing machine
learning techniques is availability of learner profiles used as dataset while adhering to
supervised mode of learning (as classification categories are readily known). Moreover, these
techniques are adept enough to comprehend the unforeseen profiles due to their dynamic
nature.
Educational contents play an important role in delivering the contents to the learners. Learner
profiles are developed in order to recommend the suitable learning contents. Domain experts
may be involved in creating base of recommendations that can be used for learning activity by
learners. Learners are evaluated and outcome is analyzed to see the impact of recommender
for corrective/adaptive purpose. Educational recommenders may be presented in three
variations such as collaborative recommenders, content based recommenders and hybrid
recommenders. Personalized recommender system needs to have three components (modules)
i.e.

user,

recommended

object

and

recommendation

system

service.

Semantic

recommendation system has six dimensions i.e. user, interest of user, recommendation
resource, PUI: relation of user and interest, PIR: relation of interest and resource. F is the
operation relation among concepts. An idea of linking ontology and resources is the semantic
tagging that can be used, followed by matching and sorting of resources. A detailed view of
knowledge based recommender is given in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER-04
ONTOLOGY BASED ADAPTIVE SEMANTIC E-LEARNING FRAMEWORK
(OASEF)
On headway to developing the proposed semantics based E-learning system, ultimate goal is
to provide personalized and adaptive learning contents to the learners. This requires an insight
into the cognitive abilities of the learners that can possibly be acquired once learner’s
attributes are profiled. So the proposed framework starts with accumulating the attributes of
the learners as learner profiles followed by preprocessing of learner profiles to figure out most
important ones having an impact on learner’s performance using techniques discussed in
section 4.2. Based upon attributes unleashed by preprocessing phase, learners are categorized
into different categories aligned with their learning abilities. These learner categories are used
for recommending the learning contents (annotated with difficulty level) in a personalized
way followed by adaptive recommendation of learning contents (Personalization and
adaptivity have been discussed in detail in section 2.5). An architectural view of proposed
system at abstract level is illustrated in Figure 4.1 with further elaboration in section 4.2.

4.1 Architecture of Proposed Framework
Each module of proposed framework, as illustrated in Fig 4.1, is elaborated in sections
4.2 to 4.5 respectively. However, there is need to provide a context of how proposed
system is envisaged to work once it is fully implemented and the way it fits in existing
hierarchy of technologies? The context to proposed architecture can be described from
two perspectives i.e. a modular perspective (as shown in Fig. 4.2) and a layered
perspective (as shown in Fig. 4.8) that further elaborates the implementation of modular
perspective.
Modular perspective is detailed view of proposed architecture named OASEF (Ontology
based Adaptive Semantic E-Learning Framework) as illustrated in Fig 4.2, which
incorporates the functional aspects that a semantically personalized and adaptive Elearning system is envisaged to comprise.
The first step is the development of learning content termed as ‘SCO Development
(Shareable Content Objects)’ where course contents (course of ‘Object Oriented
Programming-OOP’ in this case) have been modeled in the ‘CourseOntology’ as shown
in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Abstract Architecture of Proposed Framework (OASEF)

Sequencing of these course contents has been carried out in consultation with domain experts
initially. SCO comprises of functional units dealing with selection of certain courses,
identification of its topics and sub-topics, difficulty level of these topics, relationship among
topics and way to retrieve the Learning Objects (LOs) as discussed in section 4.3 and 4.4.
Figure 4.2. Modular Perspective of Proposed Framework: OASEF
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The relations among SCOs are modeled through ‘DomainOntology’ as shown in figure 4.3. The term
relations among the topics in ‘DomainOntology’ sequences the topics in which it is to be presented to
the learner through SCO Sequencer as detailed in section 4.5. SCO Sequencer not only sequences the
learning contents when they are developed for the first time but also sequence/re-sequence/shuffle the
contents of course based on performance of learners (termed as ‘Adaptivity’). This phase involves
alteration in concept instances of ‘CourseOntology’ subject to results of learner as discussed in section
4.5. It utilizes the profile of learner modeled in ‘LearnerOntology’ for offering learning contents. The
details about concepts used for building learner profile and ‘LearnerOntology’ are discussed in section
4.2.
In order to completely model ontology based system, whole domain (including learner, instructor,
course, learning objects, assessments) needs to be modeled at an abstract level of granularity. Each of
these aspects are further modeled in detail as ontologies illustrated in Fig 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7.
Figure 4.3. DomainOntology of OASEF

In ‘DomainOntology’, the concepts of “pre-topic” and “post-topic” with corresponding properties of
“hasPreTopicOf” and “hasPostTopicOf” suggest the previous topic and topic to be presented once
current topic completes in given time period (every week two topics are covered tentatively where
duration of two weeks was decided based on experimentation/learning outcome). The topics presented
in “CourseOntology” have been grouped in to lessons at higher level of abstraction with distinction of
“pre-Lesson” and “post-Lesson”. Also, “subTopics” corresponding to a “topic” has also been assigned
when topic needs to be modeled at finer level of granularity. Every topic that is retrieved from
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‘CourseOntology’ has a corresponding evaluation exercise/quiz/assignment that may be accessed from
‘AssessmentOntology’ shown in Figure 4.7.
The learning contents have been modeled through ‘CourseOntology’ as shown in figure 4.4 where
every concept refers to a topic. The topics having a strong relation have been represented as subconcepts of a concept in a hierarchical fashion. For example, concepts of OOP_Abstraction,
OOP_Inheritence, and OOP_Polymorphism are sub-concepts of OOP concept. Moreover, the concepts
presented in CourseOntology are labeled with difficulty levels handy in recommending the contents
aligned to learner’s cognitive level as given in section 4.5.
LearnerProfile Modeling deals with acquiring attributes of the learners from different sources that are
used to categorize the learner profiles with respect to their level of expertise and skills. These learner
categorizations are used for subsequent recommendation of learning contents to the learner as given in
section 3.5. Learner profiles are maintained in “LearnerOntology” as shown in figure 4.5. Moreover,
few of the restrictions on ontology concepts through Description Logic (DL) constructs are illustrated in
Fig. 4.6. These DL constructs help in process of inferring new knowledge out of the given instances for
example supervisor may be suggested if ‘AreaOfSpecialization’ of supervisor and leaner overlap.
The process of acquiring the learner profile attributes from implicit as well as explicit sources has been
explained in section 4.2 whereas the pre-processing of these attributes to extract the most meaningful
attributes aiding in effective learner categorization has been discussed in section 4.3.
Figure 4.5: OASEF’s LearnerOntology
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Figure 4.4: OASEF’s CourseOntology
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Figure 4.6: DL Restrictions on concepts of LearnerOntology

Learner Assessment: this component deals with assessment of learner undergoing the learning process
through quizzes, assignments and exams. The exams/assessments have been modeled in
“AssessmentOntology” as shown in figure 4.7 having direct relation with topics in “CourseOntology”.
The concepts in domain ontology have been used to align the concepts of CourseOntology with
AssessmentOntology where every topic is associated with evaluation criteria in the form of
quiz/assignment/exercises per week. This component is very important since it directs the presentation
of contents and alteration in sequencing of instances in ‘CourseOntology’ subject to performance and
overall results of learner (i.e. adaptation of contents) as elaborated in section 4. 4 and 4.5 respectively.
Figure 4.7: OASEF’s AssessmentOntology
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Module-wise break up of system as shown in figure 4.2 has been discussed in detail.
However, it is worth mentioning that aspects of personalization and adaptivity are main focus
of this perspective. Personalization takes into account the cognitive characteristics of the
learner in order to present suitable learning contents to the learner (Learner characterization is
discussed in detail in section 4.4). Similarly, contents of the course are categorized with
respect to difficulty level of content in coordination with domain expert. Learning contents
with relevant level of difficulty are offered to respective learners having similar level of
difficulty. Learner undergoes learning cycle i.e. learning activity is performed followed by
assessment and logging of score in order to decide upon adaptivity of learning contents as
discussed in section 4.5.
Layered perspective, as shown in fig 4.8, provides an insight into implementation view of the
proposed architecture in current technological layers and development strategies used for
effective delivery of learning contents to facilitate learners.
Figure 4.8: Layered Perspective of Proposed Architecture (Implementation View)

There are three main layers of proposed framework namely (1) Modeling Layer, (2) Core Functional
Layer and (3) Persistent Layer. Each of these layers is further segregated into “work packages”
facilitating in division, management and maintenance of learning cycles. Each of these layers is
elaborated in the following:
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Modeling Layer: This layer provides a point of interaction to the proposed system for learner as
well as instructors in order to perform different tasks such as course registration, viewing of
contents, and course administration. From technology perspective, interface comprises of a
combination of HTML/JSP pages interacting with core functional layer through Java Servlets
which in turn performs data management operations with persistent layer.



Core Functional Layer: This layer covers main implementation portion of proposed system from
perspective of business logic and underlying technologies such as html, J2EE, SPARQL, DTO
design pattern etc. Core functional layer has been further divided into following three functional
sub-layer with respect to their operational profile:
 Primary Functions Sub-layer: This layer is responsible for management of learner
characteristics/profiles and learning contents termed as Sharable Content Objects (SCOs).
Score, Feedback, Log: This working unit manages the feedback mechanism based on
score of learners and logs the grades/score for content sequencing/re-sequencing as given
in section 4.5. Logging of these aspects enabled us to incorporate personalization in
learning contents for the learners (as explained in section 2.5). SCO Searching provides
the facility of context-aware searching to the learner where SPARQL queries are used to
fetch the specific search results given the keywords by leaner. Initially search based on
topics/ sub-topics has been incorporated.
 Secondary Functions Sub-layer: This layer deals with management of some prerequisites for working with proposed system e.g. user authentication, authorization etc.
The foremost step for any learner is to register by giving the credentials so that system
can authenticate the learner(s) for subsequent interactions. Other activities, specific to
this layer to be catered in future, are announcements, tutoring and administration of
overall system (part of future goals).
 Tertiary Functions Sub-layer: This layer comprises of functional requirements having
a key role in making the system effective through aspects of personalization and
adaptivity (both aspects are discussed in detail in section 2.5). Adaptivity and
personalization (details in section 4.4 And 4.5) are carried out through categorization of
leaner profile concepts in “LearnerOntology”, performance measured through
“AssessmentOntology” and in coordination with “CourseOntology” through a semantic
recommender system as given in section 4.3. Moreover, these functions are
responsiveness and delivery of contents efficiently in a timely manner. This aspect is
dependent on efficient management and retrieval of contents from persistent layer.



Persistent Layer: This layer comprises of entity objects for storage of ontological instances,
schemas and learner’ information through different technologies such as JENA is used for storage
of learning contents and learners profiles etc. JDBC is used for connecting with persistent layer
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and SPARQL has been used for data manipulation i.e. retrieve, create, update and delete
information to/from ontologies.
Core layer has been implemented in Java and the modules comprise of classes for each of the
functional unit/aspect. Communication among different modules takes place through programming
constructs that are called VOs (Virtual Objects) a.k.a. DTO (Data Transfer Objects). In order to
manage this code, DAO (Data Access Object) design pattern (Kwan & Chan, 2008) has been used
that works with three layers. i.e. Interface, Business logic layer and data access layer for interaction
with DB layer(Database).
After having an architecture-level understanding of proposed system, first step is to identify the most
important learner attributes for appropriate learner categorization. The section 4.2 comprehensively
discusses the attributes and the ways those attribute have been obtained using different techniques.

4.2 Learner Attributes Profiler
A detailed view of learner attributes with an effective role in categorizing the learners, as
exhibited during experimentation, needs to be discussed before getting into the details of
categorizing the learner and respective content recommendation. It is worth mentioning
that all the attributes selected for building the learner profile after consulting with
seasoned academicians and reviewing prevalent literature (Bahrami, 2013). The process
of building the learner’s profile and the techniques for acquiring those learner attributes
is given below:
Learning Aptitude Test: provides a basis for predicting an individual’s ability, with
training, to acquire some knowledge, skill, or set of responses. Also, it predicts an
individual’s potential with aptitude test scores. There are different domains covered in
every test such as numerical aptitude, analytical skills, mechanical reasoning and verbal
reasoning (Viola & Leo, 2006). Every test has certain score in ratio of total score but it
does not depict the cognitive level of individual. Some meanings have to be attached to
the score that can be in the form of Percentile or Stanine.
•

Percentile is the percentage of candidates who fall below a particular raw score. e.g. a
percentile of 65% means learner has better score than 65% of the class.

•

Stanine (Walrath, 2011) is the series of score represented on a scale from 0 to 9. Each
of the score ranges classifies the given learner-score in to different categories. Stanine
has been adopted as a scale to measure and categorize the learner based upon score
achieved by each learner. The caption headings in Stanine model starts from very low
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(V. Low), below average (Below Avg), average, above average (Above Avg) and
very high (V. High).

V. Low
Stanine

1

Percentile

<= 4

Below Avg.

2

3

Average

4

5

Above Avg.

6

5-11 12-22 23-40 41-58 59-77

7

8

78-89 90-95

V. High

9
>96

PreTests were developed for students with varying level of difficulty keeping in view their
prior knowledge and pre-requisite score while consulting with domain experts. Pre-Test in our
case comprised of programming questions developed using GAT Subject (CS) test banks,
exercises from text books and online quizzes. Stanine standard used to categorize the learners
based upon scores obtained.
Learning Style is a phenomenon to assess the suitable teaching method for a learner that suits
the learner. This decision is based upon description of attitude and behaviour, learning
skill/style can be measured. Felder-Silverman model (Viola, 2006) has been used to measure
the learning style of learner as shown in figure 4.9. It represents four dimensions of learner’s
personality having an impact on learning ability of leaner especially for hypermedia
courseware. These dimensions are:
a. Active/reflective
b. Sensing/intuitive
c. Visual/ verbal
d. Sequential/global
Learners are provided with questionnaire to assess their learning behaviour for subsequent
provision of learning contents. Each learner was offered a set of questions based upon
standard practices of measuring learner’s style. This helped in getting an insight into the
learner’s instincts in identifying the most suited media of instruction and its impact in terms
of performance.
Qualification of the learner is also a measure to decide upon cognitive skills of the learner i.e.
to see if learner has attained undergrad, graduate or postgraduate courses while taking up the
current course. Assumption: For current scenario, assumption is that learners have opted for
undergraduate course (programming course).
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Professional Experience is another factor in deciding upon how quickly, a learner can learn
new concept/technology. There are three levels of experience considered in our case i.e. entry
level, middle level and management level of experience.
CGPA is the academic measure of how a learner has been performing over the span of his
degree. If student is taking course within the same degree, his CGPA in previous semesters is
considered or that of his prior degrees is considered. (Assuming that learners are coming from
computer science back ground).
Figure 4.9: Questionnaire to measure the Learner’s learning Style

Pre-Req GPA is another measure of the degree of performance that a person is showing in
pre-requisite course of the current course. (Assuming that “Fundamentals of Programming” is
the prerequisite course of “Object Oriented Programming” course).
Age of learner is also an important factor for deciding upon learner-ability to grasp the ideas
and concepts. It has been used to classify the learners as slower ones or quick learners.
Locale/Origin of learners has also been revealed as a factor with an impact on learner’s
academic performance and completion of degree. Each of the cities is labeled with a score
reference to metropolitan, semi-urban and under-developed.

4.2.1. Learners Profile Dataset
Once profile attributes of learners are acquired from different sources as shown in
section 4.2, the foremost aspect is to build the repository of learner profiles. Three
aspects play an important role while building such repositories i.e. format in which
these profiles are stored, attributes contained in a single tuple of the profile base and the
quality of data contained in tuples. This repository of learners has been used by
different techniques from domain of knowledge engineering (such as Neural Nets, Case
Based Reasoning or Fuzzy Logic) for learner categorization as explained in section 4.4.
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The performance of machine learning techniques greatly relies on the quality of
training/validation, so it is important to provide a glimpse of such dataset. All the
implicit attributes were acquired from learner’s host educational institutes whereas
explicit attributes were derived from learners’ input. Since the proposed methodology is
targeted for ontology based E-learning system, so learner’s profile is maintained in
ontology to benefit technologies of web 3.0.
Learner’s profile attributes modeled in a LearnerOntology have been defined as ontology
classes, properties and individuals through the Protégé tool with requisite restrictions on
concepts and logical representation of classes using OWL. Representation of learner’s profile
as an ontological knowledge-base can provide an optimal representation of information with
consistency among concepts, reduced redundancy and capacity to infer and reason for
intelligent information retrieval. A graphical snippet of our ontology instance corresponding to
concepts, properties and individuals is given in Fig. 4.10. Highlighted part of ontology has
minimal impact on classification of learner as asserted by preprocessing in section 4.3.
Since proposed methodology is targeted for ontology based E-learning system, so learner
profiles were modeled in LearnerOntology. The initial version of the ontology has been
developed with help of domain experts in the same fashion as specified by the “Methontology”
methodology (Asun & Oscar, 2011) describing the stages in the incremental construction of
the ontology. Instance level information pertinent to learners has been extracted from the
ontology where each attribute corresponds to a unit having a role in describing a learner
profile.
Figure 4.10: Learner Ontology Instance, A Tuple in CBR‘s Case Base
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The concept of Methontology (Guarino, 2004) incorporated different operations pertinent to
ontology management such as creating ontology as per concept, its implementation and
perfective activities. Rest of the support activities are concerned with acquiring knowledge,
integrating and evaluating this knowledge with existing concepts and documenting as
illustrated in Fig 4.11 (Guarino, 2004)). All the ontologies in proposed framework have been
developed by keeping in view the heuristics of Methontology.
Figure 4.11: Ontology Engineering: Life cycle of Methontology

In total, there were profiles of 1400 learners, each having 24 profile attributes for correctly
categorizing the learners. In other words, every tuple in the data set contained 24 attributes
(columns), on the basis of which a learner was assigned a category. The only focus while
acquiring these learner attributes was to possibly get as many attributes as available in
literature (Cristian, 2011; Bozkurt,2015; Shute, 2016; Saleena, 2015; Chen, 2000; Kwan,
2008) and ones suggested by the domain expert. However, before subjecting this data set
(attributes) to machine learning techniques, it was pre-processed as explained in section 4.3.
Different machine learning techniques addressing the issue of learner categorization so far
have not considered the phase of preprocessing to the best of our knowledge.

4.3. Learner Attributes Pre-processor
All the attributes in the data set of learner profiles were not expressive enough for playing
a significant role in the categorization of learners. Such attributes may not have
contributed towards classification accuracy and caused overfitting. Therefore, a preprocessing mechanism was employed to prune most important attributes out of the
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attributes selected initially by “Learner Attributes Pre-processor”. Pre-processing of these
records was done given the metadata of attributes, the “Classes” in which the
categorization was to be done and actual data (comprising of data values with their
corresponding category). Features having a maximum impact on classifying a learner into
a certain category are suggested by this phase. The number of features presented and the
ones selected are given in table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Selection of Learner’s Feature Attributes
Types of Features

Feature Set Presented: Feature Set Selected by WEKA
(Leaner Category)

Demographic

LearnerID, Name, Age, LearnerID, Age, Qualification
Qualification,

Region,

Company
Academic

Course,

PreReqGPA, Course,

CGPA,

PreTestScore, PreTestScore

CGPA,
Class,

PreReqGPA,

Institute

Award,

Research Centre, Projects,
experience
Behavioral

Aptitude, Learning Style

LearningStyle,
LearnerAptitude,
Professional

Capacity,

behavioral challenge
Inclination

Learner Thesis , Area Of

Professional Experience

Specialization, Learner
Supervisor, Professional
Experience, publications

The attributes which have been suggested after preprocessing of data are numerically
represented on a scale of 1 to 10 except the PreReqGPA and CGPA which have been scaled
from 0 to 4. This numeric representation offers twofold benefits: first, it is easy to
measure/quantify the learner attributes and second, it can be easily fed to machine learning
techniques as these techniques are tailored to operate on numeric data. Here, it is worth
mentioning that the attributes suggested in table 4.1 have a strong impact on rightly
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classifying the learner as revealed during experiments of proposed work. The ranked degree
of relationship between each of these attributes and their respective category is provided in
table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Ranked Degree of Relationship among Feature Attributes and Classes
Number of Instance

1400

Selected Attributes

9

1 LearnerID

0.0102

0.484PreTestScore+0.446LearningStyle+0.444CGPA+0.21PreReqGPA
+0.42 Qualification..

2 Course

0.0292

0.619LearnerID+0.434CGPA+0.402LearningAptitude-0.361PreTest
Score-0.338Course...

3 LearnerAge

0.1132

-0.386Qualification 0.675LearnerID+0.338PreReqGPA-0.297CGPA
+0.22 PreTestScore...

4 Qualification

0.1028

-0.785LearningStyle+0.407PreReqGPA+0.21Qualification-0.073 Pre
TestScore-0.061CGPA.

5 CGPA

0.3181

0.59Qual+0.397Qualification+0.45PreTestScore+0.384LearningStyle+0
.224PreReqGPA...

6 PreReqGPA

0.1321

0.619LearnerID+0.434CGPA+0.402LearningAptitude-0.361Pre Test
Score-0.338Course.

7 PreTestScore

0.1922

0.491LearnerID+0.467Qualification-0.35PreTestScore+ 0.384 Learner
Age +0.21LearnerApt.

8 LearnerAptitud

0.2180

e

0.21CGPA+0.47Qualification0.45PreTestScore+0.28CGPA+0.014Cour
se+0.129LearningSty

9 LearningStyle

0.0781

0.402LearningAptitude+0.361PreTestScore-0.338Course+0.434CGPA+
0.497Qualification.

In toto, there were 24 attributes pertinent to learner’s profile assuming that each has role in
classifying the learner. However, all these attributes were not expressive enough for playing
a significant role in categorization of learners, may not have contributed towards
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classification, accuracy and may have caused overfitting. Therefore, a preprocessing
mechanism was employed to prune most important attributes out of the attributes selected
initially. Preprocessing of these records was done using WEKA 3.6.13 (Frank, 2016). An
“.arff” file containing metadata of attributes, the “Classes” in which categorization was to be
done and actual data (comprising of data values with corresponding category) was created and
fed to WEKA for preprocessing.
In order to preprocess the given data file, WEKA (Frank, 2016) offers handful of automatic
feature selection/evaluation algorithms along with search method. However, after
experimentation, “CfsSubsetEval” presented promising results in conjunction with
“GeneticSearch” method for searching appropriate attributes out of evaluated features.
Number of features presented and ones suggested by WEKA are given in the following table
4.1.
There were 1400 tuples of attributes each referring to a learner. The learner profile attributes
selected after preprocessing having maximum impact in categorizing the learners are given in
table 4.2 with respect to their contribution score towards categorizing the learners. This
repository of learner profiles has been subjected to different machine learning techniques for
learner categorization as discussed in section 4.4.

4.4. Learner Profile Categorizer
Once the learner’s attributes are selected as discussed in section 4.3, learner’s profiles
are categorized by ‘Learner Profile Categorizer’. This characterization has been carried
out using different Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques (such as Neural Networks,
Case based Reasoning, and Fuzzy Logic) followed by proposing a categorization
technique named LCHAIT (Learner Categorization based on Hybrid of Artificial
Intelligence Technique). A modular view of the “Learner Profile Categorizer” (proposed
approach with contemporary techniques) is presented in figure 4.12.
There are four modules for learner categorization namely: Case base Reasoning (CBR),
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Fuzzy Logic (FL) and LCHAIT. A comprehensive
elaboration of modules aligned with machine learning techniques is furnished in
following sections.
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4.4.1. Case Base Reasoning based Classification
Case based reasoning targets to resolve problems based on prior knowledge
maintained in a case base. Whenever new learners were enrolled in certain course,
their profile was created by taking their personal details and ones pertinent to their
aptitude and academics. Based upon this information, each learner was assigned a
category reference to his cognitive strengths i.e. easy, novice, proficient and expert.
This category was maintained along with the rest of the profile details of the learner in
a repository as discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3. This repository serves as a “Case
base” for our CBR model that not only plays a key role in categorizing new learners
but is evolving over time.
Figure 4.12: Proposed Approach for Learner Profile Categorizer (LCHAIT)
Personal Details (Name,
Age, Degree)

Learner Ontology
Aptitude
Details
(Learning
Style, IQ,
Ability)

Academic
Details
(SGPA,
CGPA, PreReq GPA)

Retain Learner’s
Category

Retain Learner’s
Category

Preprocessin
g

CBR

ANN

FL

LCHAIT

Novice
CBR: Case Base Reasoning
ANN: Artificial Neural Nets
FL: Fuzzy Logic

Easy

Learner
Catagory

Proficient
Expert

Once dataset is finalized after the preprocessing phase (data set serves as case base of CBR)
with profiles of the learner, a way to retrieve similar cases from the CBR’s case base needs to
be devised for finding out the similar learners given the profile attributes of the new learner.
Case Retrieval: provides a query specific solution given the profile attributes of a new learner
(query case). Level of similarity is computed for the query case against cases in the case base
through the similarity metrics. A number of similarity mechanisms exist in the literature to find
the similarity between a new case and a case in the case-base. We tried two similarity metrics
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such as Euclidean distance and Levnasthanian Edit distance (Shute, 2016). The Euclidean
distance exactly compares each attribute of new profile tuple with every corresponding
attribute of the tuples in the case base and assigns a proximity rank to each of the matching
tuples. On the other hand, the Edit distance (Saleena, 2015) calculates the cost of transforming
the new case into every corresponding case of the CBR’s case base. Addition, deletion and
substitution operations are performed for this transformation. In our case, it does not maintain
attribute sequencing and hence it was not feasible; therefore a technique named Taversky’s
Ratio Model (Saleena, 2015) was employed as a similarity metric.
SMpq =

# of matched Attributes for new Case (p)

Eq (4.1)

# of matches in CB(q) + # of differences in CB(q)
If cases retrieved from case base appear with exact similarity i.e. learner attributes in the query
case and ones in case base are same then new learner is assigned the same category as that of a
similar learner in the case base (termed as Reuse in CBR).

The situation is quite straightforward till the point that we have similar cases retrieved from
case base (similarity threshold is kept at 70% after experimenting different thresholds).
However, an adaptation or revision mechanism is desired to acquire a solution in the case if
similarity is being less than the specified threshold.
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Case Revision aids in providing the possibly nearest solution by assigning a category to certain
learner, if exact match for a new learner case is not found. A couple of techniques have been
employed for case adaptation i.e. through ‘Majority Vote Classifier (MVC)’ (Louisa, & Ching,
1997) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In MVC, occurrences of certain solutions are
considered among the retrieved cases for classifying a certain learner. The learner category
having a maximum number of occurrences is considered as the category of the new learner. In
other words, the value of the nth element is considered for selecting the most probable
candidate. For example, if the case retrieval process returns 10 cases (each case corresponding
to 10 learners); 4 with category ‘easy’, 3 with category ‘proficient’, 2 with category ‘novice’
and 1 with category ‘expert’; the category ‘easy’ is assigned to the new case (learner). Role of
ANN in adaptation has been explained in section 4.4.4 while addressing LCHAIT based
classification.

4.4.2. Artificial Neural Networks based Classification
The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) model of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) has
been employed for learner categorization. The MLP has been selected due to its ability
of regulating network weight in order to minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE). The
MLP model was implemented using Neural Pattern Recognition tool of Matlab 2015a
with standard weights and activation functions. Besides, another script was written in
Matlab separately for experimenting with different number of neurons and middle
layers. The input layer contained 7 neurons, 2 hidden layers each with 8 neurons and
an output layer with 1 neuron was used.
This ANN model has been trained over the same data contained in the case base of the
CBR model as discussed in section addressing CBR based classification. Moreover,
same set of query cases were used for testing the performance of the ANN model as in
CBR. In order to train the ANN model, the dataset fed (i.e. the whole case base of
CBR) was divided into three datasets for the purpose of training, validation and testing
randomly. Almost 70% of dataset was reserved for training of NN model, 20% for
validation and 10% for testing of model. The phases were targeted for making
adjustments to the ANN model in reference with its error rate and generalization.
Subsequently, testing phase measured the model performance with respect to its
accuracy. Moreover, it aids in deciding if the ANN model needs to be retained
provided that the error rate exceeds that expected. The dataset of our model was
divided into three sets with a division of 70% for training, 20% for validation and 10%
for testing of the ANN model in a random fashion with 10 fold cross validation to
avoid overfitting or convergence to biased predictions. The performance of the model
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during validation/testing phases has been measured in terms of how accurately learners
have been classified while considering the associated costs

4.4.3 Fuzzy Logic based Classification
Fuzzy logic is the inherent way of transforming domain knowledge into fuzzy
knowledge base through set of rules and fuzzy membership functions by manipulating
the linguistic data of learner. This module exploits the Fuzzy Control Logic in order to
categorize the learner. The major reasons for employing fuzzy logic was its nearness to
human intuition in transforming business logic into fuzzy rules, inference capability to
come up with new knowledge suited to categorize the learners.
Whenever a new learner comes in, input variables (feature attributes selected)
corresponding to learner’s profile are fed to the FL model in crisp form scaled over a
numeric range. For example PreTestScore is an input variable with four ranges for
Fuzzification through membership function i.e. poor (0-1.9), fair (2-4.9), good (5-7.9)
and very good (8-10) based on concept given in (Frank & Hall, 2016). These variables
are fuzzified using the “Gaussian” membership function and represented in fig 4.13.

The Rule base of the fuzzy logic model aids in deciding the category of the learner. The
knowledge required for the reasoning purpose is greatly dependent upon rules in the rule
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engine. Currently, there are 24 rules (if-then-else) in current model of fuzzy inference engine.
Few of these rules are given in the following:
RULE 1 : IF PreTestScore IS poor OR CGPA IS fair OR LearningStyle is
belowAverage THEN LearnerCategory IS novice;
RULE 2 : IF CGPA IS average OR PreTestScore IS fair OR LearningStyle is
average THEN LearnerCategory IS easy;
RULE 3 : IF CGPA IS good AND PreTestScore IS good THEN
LearnerCategory IS proficient;
RULE 4 : IF CGPA IS excellent AND LearningStyle IS good OR PreTestScore
IS veryGood THEN LearnerCategory IS expert;
RULE 5 : IF LearnerAptitude IS bad AND LearningStyle IS Poor AND
PreTestScore IS poor THEN LearnerCategory IS novice
RULE 6 : IF PreTestScore IS good AND CGPA IS good THEN
LearnerCategory IS proficient;
RULE 7 : IF PreReqGPA IS average AND LearnerAptitude IS good AND
PreTestScore IS good THEN LearnerCategory IS proficient
RULE 8 : IF LearnerAptitude IS average AND LearningStyle IS Poor AND
PreTestScore IS good THEN LearnerCategory IS easy
RULE 9 : IF PreReqGPA IS good AND LearnerAptitude IS veryGood AND
PreTestScore IS good THEN LearnerCategory IS expert
RULE 10 : IF PreReqGPA IS good AND LearnerAptitude IS veryGood AND
PreTestScore IS fair THEN LearnerCategory IS proficient
Figure 4.13: Membership Function Plots for Input Variables

The score assigned to each of the output attribute i.e. LearnerCategory ranges from 0 to 10;
for example learner’s category for different learners is 0 to 2.5 for ‘novice’, 2.6 to 5 for
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‘easy’, 5.1 to 7.5 for ‘proficient’ and beyond 7.6 is ‘expert’. Sample output variable with
membership function is plotted in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Membership Function Plot for Output Variable

After rule engine yields certain value for the learner, it needs to be transformed into humanunderstandable format i.e. defuzzification. Centre of Gravity method has been used to
defuzzify the output of rule inference engine with other options of weighted average and
singleton methods.

4.4.4. LCHAIT based Classification
The proposed technique LCHAIT is variant of CBR and ANN that has been used to
categorize the learners. As the name suggests LCHAIT (Learner Categorization with
Hybrid of Artificial Intelligence Techniques) is a hybrid of two ML techniques i.e.
CBR and ANN. For new learners, profiles are retrieved in the same fashion as in the
CBR retrieval phase using certain similarity metric as discussed in section 4.4.1.
Among the retrieved ones, cases that can be utilized are reused and the rest of them
may be adapted for usage. The ANN model, used for categorization of learners
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through CBR’s adaption phase, is trained over the retrieved cases instead of trained
on learner profiles contained in whole case base as in section 4.4. Once the learner
category is assigned to the learners into any of the four categories by the ANN, the
profile is retained into the CBR’s memory for re-use.
A mathematical representation of proposed approach has been given in the following
to formally describe the process of learner categorization:

In our case, since the output is the discrete random variable with discrete time
distribution; and if current output (i.e. selected profile); we can predict learner
category ‘y+1’ which is function of current output ‘y(n)’ and profile values ‘ф(n)’
in the case base:
y (n+1) = f (ф(n), y(n))
For ANN model,
inputs are (y1,y2,y3-------yn) € {(LP)1 , (LP)2, - - - - - -, (LP)m} where (y1,y2,y3------yn) ↔ (LP)
weights (w1, w2, - - - - wn) € W with one output
y(n+1) = ∑i=1 to n satisfying F: yk such that F(yi,wi) = f(yi, wi) ϵ ф
y(n+1) is the learner category predicted.
A linear model of input, state and output can be represented by:
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dx/dt = Ax + By
y = Cx + Dy

------------------------------ eq (1)

where y ϵ фmaximum with input x ϵ фmaximum (xn) is state and y ϵ фmaximum , (xp) is the
output.
Consequently,
A ϵ фn x n
B ϵ фn x m

C ϵ фPxn

D ϵ фPxm

D is called feed through term. The polynomial form of eq(1) can be given as:
Ф(d/dt). Y = M (d/dt) x with y = cal (x,y)

The CBR part is implemented in Java whereas the ANN part has been implemented in same
way as explained in section 4.2 with certain modifications in the MLP model. In order to
retrieve the most relevant cases the same similarity metrics were used i.e. Tvesky’s Ratio
Model with same similarity threshold as previously. Subsequently, the ANN model is trained
on these retrieved cases only. This model of ANN showed optimal results with an input layer
having 7 neurons, one hidden layer with 8 neurons, and an output layer with 1 neuron.
The retrieved set of cases used for training the ANN model have been segregated into sets for
training, validation, and testing. These sets have been divided with proportion of 70% for
training, 20% for validation and 10% for testing of ANN model. The performance of the
ANN model has been measured in testing phase in terms of information retrieval metrics and
associated cost as discussed in next section.

4.5 Knowledge Based Semantic Recommender
In order to recommend the learning contents to the learners, a semantic based approach
has been illustrated in figure 4.15 with a modular view from functional perspective.
There are three main components i.e. learner model, learning content model and
knowledge based recommender.

A comprehensive explication of ontological

representation of learner model, learning content model and rule-based recommenders is
furnished in following sections.

4.5.1

Learner Model
The foremost step is to build the profile of the learners in the learner model. Since the
proposed methodology is targeted for knowledge based recommender, so learner’s
profile is maintained in ontology to benefit technologies of web 3.0. Three aspects
play an important role while building a repository of learner’s profiles i.e. format in
which these profile attributes are stored, attributes contained in a single profile and the
quality of each profile attribute.
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Figure 4.15: Proposed Knowledge Based Recommender

The performance of machine learning techniques used for categorization of these profiles
greatly relies on the quality of the data set used for training. Once the learners are categorized
based upon their profile attributes, their categories are also stored in LearnerOntology. Details
of learner profile attributes, LearnerOntology and learner categorization have been furnished in
sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

4.5.2. Learner Categorization
The aspect of categorizing learners has already been discussed in pretty much detail in
section 4.4.

4.5.3. Learning Content Model
In any learning management system, learner and learning content are the key factors
contributing towards success of any system. Apart from maintaining the learner profile
(as discussed in section 4.3 and 4.4), learning content modeling needs to be taken care
of as well. Learning content model is the representation of the properties of a course
and more specifically one in object oriented programming languages along with
contents. Each of the topics is connected to sub-topics, pre-requisite topics and topics
following the current ones (i.e. Post topics). Every topic is connected to a Learning
Object (LO) that refers to repository containing learning contents in the form of text
files, images or videos. Every learning object is annotated in such a way that it can
identify and represent a topic in entirety.
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LO111 means, it is a LO which 1, offered in week 1 with difficulty level of 1.
Figure 4.16: Domain Representation of CourseOntology

Figure 4.17: Topic with Respective Instances and LO representation
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Table 4.3. Representation of Typical Topics and LO as Ontology Instances
Topic

Topic

SubTopic

Language

Week

Name
T111

T281

T3A1

OOP

Pointers

Threads

Learning
Object

Objects

1

1

LO111

Inheritance

1

1

LO112

Abstraction

1

1

LO113

Encapsulation

1

1

LO114

Declaring Pointers

2

8

LO291

Ref/DeRef Pointers

2

8

LO292

Array Pointers

2

8

LO293

Function Pointers

2

8

LO294

Threading

3

10

LO3A1

Events

3

10

LO3A2

Sync. Threads

3

10

LO3A3

Semaphores

3

10

LO3A4

Once contents of a topic are modeled in ontology and connected to respective LOs, there is
need to hook up each of the learners with learning content such as a novice level learner may
be presented with learning contents of novice type or an expert level learner may be offered
expert level contents (i.e. incorporating the feature of personalization). Once learning activity
is performed, learner undergoes the phase of assessment on bi-weekly basis (figures out
through experimentation). These assessments comprise of an average score learner has
attained in assignments, quizzes and exercises. Moreover, learner’s performance is tracked
over the weeks. If learner keeps on performing as desired (i.e. meets the target model criteria)
for two weeks, contents that are offered to him are upgraded with a next level category of
contents i.e. learner previously offered with novice level contents is presented with easy level
contents and so forth. Likewise, if performance of a learner is not up to the mark (i.e. does not
meet the target model criteria), he is down-graded to easier level of contents i.e. a learner
offered with expert level contents is presented with proficient level contents and so forth.
Furthermore, if learner’s performance does not perform up to the target model, category of
the learner is downgraded or upgraded for presenting the respective learning content. This
maneuvering of contents by sequencing/re-sequencing contents is driven by the “relative
grading” that shuffles learners (in different categories) to ensure aspect of adaptivity as
discussed in section 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Learner Classification through Relative Grading

% Clusters

Below Avg

Average

Above Avg

High

Novice

Easy

Proficient

Expert

In order to have an insight to the implementation level, as given in section 4.5.3, some finer
level details need to be discussed. The learners are presented with Topic and LO given the
learnerID, learner category and the course week. Subsequently, learner is assessed for the
contents offered for presenting the contents upcoming weeks keeping in view the
performance targets for learner.
Pseudo code for rule based semantic content recommendations is given in the following:

4.5.4 Pseudo Code for Semantic Recommender
Public Topic recommendLearningTopic (learnerID, learnerCat, cWeek) {
cAssessScore = getcurrentAssessmentScore(learnerID);
tModelScore = getTargetModel(learnerID,cWeek);
If (cWeek==1 or cWeek==2 && learnerCat==‘expert’) then
contentType = proficient;
If (cWeek>2 && cWeek<5) {
if (learnerCat==‘novice’ && currentAssessScore >= tModelScore)

then

contentTopic= postTopic;
else if (learnerCat==‘novice’ && currentAssessScore < tModelScore) then
contentTopic= preTopic;
contentType = novice;
else if (learnerCat==‘easy’ && currentAssessScore < tModelScore) then
contentTopic= preTopic;
contentType = novice;
contentType = easy;
}

assignlearningContent based On:
[week and learnerCat and assessmentScore and targetModelScore]
Topic=pre-topic or Topic =post-topic
}
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Public int getcurrentAssessmentScore(learnerID)
{
assessmentScore = [(assignmentScore + quizScore + exerciseScore)/ 3]
return %assessmentScore;
}
Public int getTargetModel(learnerID, cWeek){
category = getCategoryofLearner(learnerID);
Relative grading to decide the target.
Tgt=(Score - Mean)/SD
If (category) then
targetScore
return %targetScore
}
In this chapter, an overall architectural view of proposed system has been provided at finer
level of granularity. The modular view highlights the work-packages and their workflow
whereas layered view of proposed system details the implementation perspective of proposed
system. The foremost step is accumulation of profile attributes for the learner that is further
refined to make a dataset of learners as discussed in section 4.2 and 4.3. This dataset of
learners is used for learner categorization carried out through machine learning techniques as
discussed in section 4.4. One of the techniques named LCHAIT has been proposed for learner
categorization. These learner categories are used for learner content recommendation as
discussed in section 4.5. Each of the modules discussed has been mapped to the evaluation
approach as discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER-05
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
The evaluation of proposed system is further performed from two dimensions i.e. Evaluation
of Ontological models through standard ontology evaluation techniques and experimental
evaluation of proposed techniques along with a comparative analysis with prevalent
techniques. Experimental evaluation of system has three aspects which need to be considered
in order to assert the evaluation of proposed system. (a) Learner Categorization (b)
Recommender System and (c) Impact of Proposed System on learner’s performance over a
spatial scale.

5.1. Ontological Evaluation of Proposed Models
A twofold approach for evaluation of proposed system has been adopted. One dimension
is to see the health of ontologies that have been used in the learner model as well as in
the content model and other is to compare these models with latest ones (Thomson,
1996). In order to evaluate the ontologies, two of the most prevalent techniques have
been selected i.e. Ontoclean (Nicola & Welty, 2002) and OOPS (Ontology Pitfall
Scanner) (Poveda, 2012). Moreover, comparison of ontologies has been made with
existing E-learning ontologies (Yarandi, 2013) from perspective of coverage in terms of
course concepts and properties. Other aspect of presented work is to evaluate the degree
of correctness for learner categorization and of recommendations made by rule-base
recommender reference to profile of learner which is provided in section 4.

5.1.1 Ontoclean based Evaluation of Ontological Model
The degree of correctness for ontological model of E-learning system has been
measured through a well-known metric named OntoClean (Nicola & Welty, 2002).
Three criteria have been followed during ontology evaluation through OntoClean
asserting the adherence to most important ontological constraints as discussed in
following.
OntoClean meta-properties have been applied on classes and properties to check for
subsumption relations and ontology model with violations. The patterns with violations
in model were detected and removed using SPARQL queries. Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4 assert the fact of OntoClean which offers logic based argument in validating the
ontological and taxonomical relationships through meta-properties of Rigid, Identity
and Unity.
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For example, figure 5.1 presents that concepts of Course, Learner, Topic, and Lecture
etc., are Rigid, Identity and Unity type Meta properties. Rigid property (symbolized
with +R) is essential for all instances of a class. This can be exemplified with real
world analogy of “Having a brain is essential for all human beings”.
Identity criterion, represented with +I, works on the basis of recognition of entities to
be same or different in the domain e.g. different identifiers of a learner or teacher.
Unity criteria, represented with +U or –U, is defined on the basis of which all
parts/properties are recognized that belong to an entity and form an individual.
Ontoclean rules have been applied on all our classes, properties, individuals and
axioms to ensure their correctness and validity in accordance to stable standard in
subject domain (E-learning system in our case). Correctness of developed ontologies
(domain ontology, learner ontology, course ontology and assessment ontology) is
ensured based on following two factors mainly:
― the logic based argument for cleaning
― validate the ontological taxonomy relationships
Figure 5.1: Core concepts of ontology DomainOntology Validated through OntoClean
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In domain ontology, OntoClean constructs have been applied keeping in view the nature of
class/concept such as ‘Course is marked with R, I and U’ since course is essential part of
proposed framework, course has a unique identifier and

is part of curriculum. Similarly,

students/learners are essential part of this domain and are identified uniquely based upon
identifiers.
Figure 5.2: OntoClean based Evaluation of Learner Ontology
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Figure 5.3: OntoClean based Evaluation of AssessmentOntology
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Figure 5. 4: OntoClean based Evaluation of CourseOntology
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5.1.2. OOPS based Evaluation of Ontology Model
Ontology evaluation, which refers to ontology diagnosis and fixation of revealed gaps
(or pitfalls), is cohesive part of tasks involving ontologies for technically validating the
ontology quality. We have employed a technique named OOPS (Ontology Pitfall
Scanner) that diagnoses and categorizes the faults reference to their criticality fully
aligned with quality standards. These categories are normal, minor, important and
critical.
Table 5.1: OOPS based evaluation of LearnerOntology
Pitfalls

Ontology Pitfall

Category

Importance Level
Normal Minor Important Critical

Structural

Modeling Decisions- P[24]

Dimension

Wrong Inference

√-1
√

No Inference P[11, 13]
Ontology language- P[34, 35,

√-4

√-3

√-3

√-1

√

38]
Functional

Real World Modeling – P[4,

Dimension

10]
Requirements Completeness
Application context- P[36, 37,

√

39]
Profiling

Ontology Clarity – P [8,22]

√-2

Dimension

Ontology Understanding-

√-3

√-2

P[8,11, 13]
Ontology Metadata – P[38, 41]
Consistency

P[5]

Completeness

P[4,10,11,13]

Conciseness

P[2,3]

√
√-1
√-2

√-3

√

Important: Missing domain or range. Using recursive definition, symmetric or transitive
properties.
Minor: Disconnected elements of ontology. Missing annotations. Different naming
conventions
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Table 5.2: OOPS based evaluation of CourseOntology
Pitfalls

Ontology Pitfall

Category

Importance Level
Normal Minor Important Critical

Structural

Modeling Decisions-

Dimension

P[2,3,7,21]

√

Wrong Inference – P[5]

√-2
√-1

No Inference P[11, 13]
Ontology language- P[34, 35,

√

38]
Functional

Real World Modeling – P[4,

Dimension

10]

√-2

Requirements Completeness
Application context- P[36, 37,

√

39]
Profiling

Ontology Clarity – P [8,22]

Dimension

Ontology Understanding-

√
√

P[8,11, 13]
Ontology Metadata – P[38, 41]

√

Consistency

P[5]

√

Completeness

P[4,10,11,13]

Conciseness

P[2,3]

√-2

√-2

√

Table 5.3: OOPS based evaluation of AssessmentOntology
Pitfalls

Ontology Pitfall

Importance Level
Normal Minor Important Critical

Category
Structural

Modeling Decisions-

Dimension

P[2,3,7,21]

√

Wrong Inference – P[5]

√-1

No Inference P[11, 13]

√

Ontology language- P[34, 35,

√

38]
Functional

Real World Modeling – P[4,

Dimension

10]

√-1

Requirements Completeness
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Application context- P[36, 37,

√

39]
Profiling

Ontology Clarity – P [8,22]

Dimension

Ontology Understanding-

√-1
√-1

P[8,11, 13]
Ontology Metadata – P[38, 41]

√

Consistency

P[5]

√

Completeness

P[4,10,11,13]

Conciseness

P[2,3]

√-2
√

Important: Missing domain or range
Minor: Missing annotations, different naming conventions followed, inverse relationship not
declared
5.1.3.

Consistency
Ontology consistency is evaluated using Pellet (Abburu, 2012) reasoner and built in
ontology tester of Protégé (mainly checks the disjoint, inverse and domain/range).
This reasoner ensured that ontology is consistent and can be utilized for semantic Elearning operations without creating any inconsistency among concepts/classes and
their hierarchical relations.

Figure 5.5: Consistency Check of Ontology Model
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5.1.4. Completeness (Domain Coverage)
The completeness metric of the ontological model determines the comprehensiveness
of the domain coverage for E-learning systems. Proposed ontology models cover
almost all the concepts related to characterization of learner, domain of a typical
university course, assessment modules and course of OOP. Moreover, ontology
models comprise of necessary axioms ensuring redundancy-free terms and irrelevant
axioms.
In order to verify the ontology coverage for fully modeling the domain of E-learning,
SCORM (López, Redondo, 2006) was used as a point of reference besides the competence of
domain expert. SCORM enlists all aspects i.e. course content development, exams
(assessment), quizzes, exercises, exams etc.

5.1.5 Expandability and Reusability
The ontology model specified for the course i.e. CourseOntology, is expandable. This
ontology can be expanded with new concepts to further elaborate the contents of
course. Similarly, LearnerOntology may be updated with any new field to be added to
build the profile of learner. Moreover, semantics-aware contents can be offered to the
learners at all stages of learning cycle.

5.2.

Comparative Analysis of Ontologies (Domain Coverage)
As discussed in section 5.1, a comparison of proposed ontology models (KASER) has
been made with ontological contents (Abburu, 2012; Liem, 2013) for comparison of
ontology with respect to the coverage of domain (with SRS and PAeLS).
Ontologies are focused towards personalization of presentational aspects than actual
contents to be presented to the learner. Secondly, domain ontology is not very
comprehensive to cover all aspects of a course in semester of a class. Lastly, the
contents presented in ontology are very specific and trivial with very few relations
among concepts in terms of object properties and data properties. Our ontology on the
other hand is comprehensive enough to cover all the requisite concepts for any course
in certain semester. Also, the aspects in content model contained in the form of
ontology fully describe the object oriented programming languages at finer level of
granularity (C++, C# and Java are modeled in ontology). Here a comparison is
presented with respect to the coverage of domain i.e. number of concepts, number of
object properties and the data properties as shown in Fig 5.6. The comparison in
terms of coverage of concepts assert the superiority of proposed technique for having
better concepts coverage, properties and profiling of the learners.
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Figure 5.6: Comparative Analysis of Domain Coverage
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5.3 Experimental Evaluation of System
Experimental evaluation of our system has not been confined to a limited scale. Rather, it
spanned over a period of three years. Firstly, we present initial results of manually
employing our system in order to show the impact of proposed idea (termed as OASEF:
Ontology based Adaptive Semantic E-Learning Framework) compared to contemporary
system as shown in figure 5.9. It is worth mentioning that results presented in Fig 5.7
pertains to single term (in year 2016) with a prototypic view of overall work. A detailed
view of “year-wise” comparison is presented in section 5.4. In this section, description of
initial data set and results for first phase have been provided.
30 university level students, at distant locations, were offered the course of
“Fundamentals of Programming”. This course is offered in summer semester of two
months with pre-requisite of “Basics of Algorithms”. Weekly, it comprised of two
Lectures and one Lab exercise of 1.5 hours and 1 hour respectively. Students were
assessed at the end of second lectures in every week in addition to lab exercises (followed
by remedial exercises and re-assessment when required). Services of 8 academicians were
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requested for design of topics and subtopics along with respective examples, quizzes,
exercises and assignments.
The course, as stipulated by ontology, comprises of topics, sub-topics, quizzes,
assignments, lab exercises and exams. We have assigned four difficulty levels to each of
the sub-topic examples, quizzes, assignments and lab exercises that can be offered to
student’s reference to their skill, competence and performance. These levels are novice,
easy, learned and proficient entailing in four versions of every sub-topic example, quiz,
assignment and lab exercise as given below:
For every topic T:
T= 4 x {s, e, q, a, l}
where s= sub-topic, e=example exercise, q=quizzes, a=assignment, l=lab-exercises
Every student is considered to be at novice level (as discussed in section 4.3) at the
beginning of course after he has cleared the prerequisite course.
Students registered with the course through OASEF, are shown almost the same contents
as recommended by the domain expert. Overall learning performance of students (average
quizzes and exercises) lagging seems to be improved as learners moved along the
semester weekly. This improvement in learner’s performance is stated in Fig. 5.7.
With conventional system (one size fits all approach); students with good ability/aptitude,
competence and background knowledge keep on performing well. Whereas, ones with
average and low abilities struggle along the whole semester relative to good performers.
Contrarily, students registered in course through OASEF show improved performance
relative to good performers especially 6th week onwards while following the adaptive
approach specific to learners.
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Figure 5.7: Conventional E-learning System vs OASEF

5.4. Evaluation for Learner Categorization Approaches
In order to measure the performance of ML techniques and that of LCHAIT, data set
comprising of the profiles of 1000 students was used. In order to build the profiles, data
of students was acquired from different universities (GCU Lahore1, UAAR Rawalpindi2,
and Iqra University3), with different institutes (Computer Sciences and Management
Sciences, Engineering Dept), having different disciplines (Software Engineering,
Marketing, Human Resources Management, Finance and System Engineering) and
different courses (Fundamentals of Programming, Organizational Behavior, Data
structures, Marketing and Business Law). This data diversity is purposefully introduced
to comprehensively cover variety of cases in our data model. Comprehensiveness of data
models ensures an effective training approach of ML models independent of any biases
(i.e. lack of coverage of cases or overfitting).
There were eight sets of new learners’ Profiles (each set having profiles of 50 learners)
given randomly to retrieve similar profiles through CBR’s similarity metric as explained
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in section 4.2. A rank was assigned to each of the retrieved profiles reference to similarity
and subsequent category assignment through MCV.
Out of 1000 learner profiles, 700 were used as training set of ANN model and 300 were
used as validation set of ANN model in a random fashion (n-fold cross validation).
Whereas, eight sets of new learner’s profiles were used for testing of ANN model.
Effectiveness of ANN model was measured through its accuracy in assigning category to
the learners presented as validation set.
LCHAIT being combination of CBR and ANN is evaluated through variation of training
set and validation set with same testing sets as in above scenarios. Learner profiles
retrieved through CBR’s retrieval phase are used for training of ANN model (Retrieval
mechanism of CBR is explained in section 4.2). Profile retrieval is carried out without
provision of category, whereas retrieved cases contain the learners’ category. All eight
sets (each having 50 profiles), serving as validation set, retrieve profiles (with 60%
similarity) which are used to train the ANN model for accurately predicting category of
learner.
Another dimension of our work is to categorize the learners using Fuzzy logic. Same set
of new learner profiles i.e. eight sets each having 50 profiles, are fed to fuzzy logic model
for learner categorization while exploiting fuzzy inference engine.
A consolidated view of predictive accuracy shown by all four methods is shown in table
4, where every value is percent depiction for performance models. Table 4 and Fig 5.8 is
simply a picture of classification accuracy to rightly predict learner’s category without
taking into account aspects of precision and recall.
Table 5.4: Comparative Analysis with respect to Accuracy
Technique

CBR (%)

Fuzzy Logic (%)

ANN (%)

LCHAIT (%)

Data Set 1

50

44

55

64

Data Set 2

61

31

71

81

Data Set 3

49

35

48

68

Data Set 4

42

15

39

77

Data Set 5

62

31

52

54

Data Set 6

44

27

61

74

Data Set 7

53

29

59

68

Data Set 8

37

33

64

75

Average

47.35

29.67

57.52

70.84
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2
3

http://www.uaar.edu.pk/
http://iqra.edu.pk/isl/

Figure 5.8: Comparative Analysis: Accuracy

Fuzzy Logic has shown an average accuracy of 29.67% in retrieving right cases. CBR has
accuracy of 47.35% followed by accuracy of ANN i.e. 57.52%. LCHAIT has shown better
accuracy than other techniques i.e. 70.84%.
Literature (Abburu, 2012) states that accuracy alone may not provide insight to effectiveness
of the ML based classifiers. So precision, recall and F-measure have also been used for
representing the performance measures of all four techniques. Standard precision recall and Fmeasure are computed as follows:
Re call 

Pr ecision 

Re levantCases  Re trieved Cases
Re levantCases

Re levantCases  Re trieved Cases

F  measure 

Re trieved Cases

,

,

2 * Pr ecision * Re call
,
Pr ecision  Re call
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Figure 5.9: Comparative Analysis: Precision

Figure 5.10: Comparative Analysis: Recall

Figure 5.10: Comparative Analysis: F-measure
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Results in Fig 5.9, Fig 5.10 and Fig 5.11 respectively; provide a fine picture of performance
analysis exhibited by techniques under experiment in terms of precision, recall and f-measure.
It may be observed that CBR (52.87%, 61.87%, 55.87%) beats FL (32.50%, 44.37%, 37.52%)
which in turn shows an inferior performance than ANN (59.12, 67.88, 62.33%) and LCHAIT.
Moreover, LCHAIT (74.12%, 81.75%, 78.33%) has better performance than rest of the
prevalent techniques.
Fuzzy logic, driven through knowledge in Rule Inference Engine, seems not adaptive to
comprehend different scenarios with different parameter values due to static rule base. For
example, a learner with poor CGPA and average PreReq-GPA is categorized as Novice
according to rules but his good performance in PreTest suggests the categorization as Easy
learner. Though PreTest has higher impact in classifying the learner to certain class but rules
in the rule base cannot comprehend these relationships. Such variation in profile attributes are
not handled adaptively by Rule-base of fuzzy logic.
CBR’s performance is greatly dependent upon selection of right contents during retrieval
phase through similarity metrics. Similarity metric (based upon ratio model) measures the
one-to-one nearness of feature attributes of new learner and ones in case base without taking
into account degree of similarity among features. Secondly, relevant profiles are selected
based on static rank that inherently would ignore cases even if they are to be selected with a
least margin without taking into account any exceptions. Thirdly, adaptation phase with MVC
itself suggests output in a static way by opting the value occurring maximum times among
retrieved profiles without considering relationship of attributes and classes dynamically. For
example, a learner with good CGPA, average learning style and average aptitude may be
placed in an Easy category. But with these attribute values at borderline, categorization may
falsely be done as ‘Novice’ since “Course” for which category is assigned seems different.
Such misclassifications eventuate due to inadequacy of fragility in CBR and MCV.
ANN exhibits better performance than FL and CBR due to its dynamic and adaptive nature.
Besides input and output layers, there were two middle layers, each containing 15 neurons in
order to get trained, validate and test the learner profiles for right categorization of new
learners.
On the other hand, the hybrid approach named LCHAIT shows better performance than rest of
the contemporary techniques in terms of performance parameters so far. LCHAIT, contrary to
ANN, uses only one hidden layer with 8 neurons on middle layer (computationally less
expensive). Effectiveness of LCHAIT is signified by phase of preprocessing (both for
attributes and data), by data used for training and more importantly by training of NN model
on most relevant profiles retrieved through CBR’s profile retrieval phase.
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However, ML techniques may not be assertive without taking into account the associated
costs in terms of mean square error or percent error during phases of training, validation and
testing. These cost comparisons are not possible for CBR and FL due to their inherent nature.
So costs incurred by ANN and LCHAIT are compared in following figures 5.12(a) and 5.12
(b) respectively:
Figure 5.12: Comparative Analysis: (a) ANN (b) LCHAIT

For equal number of iterations, MSE costs for training, validation and testing of ANN reduces
gradually with best estimate after comparing the actual and expected output. A spiky albeit
minor behavior is observed for ANN with a bit of overfitting/bias in the training set. LCHAIT
model, on the other side performs better, by revealing a smooth relationship between
validations and testing curves (correct behavior with uniform and succinct training set) along
a reasonable decrease in error rate.

5.5 Evaluation of Knowledge based Recommender
The proposed framework is envisioned to categorize the learners, model the learning
contents and recommend the contents in a personalized and adaptive fashion to leverage
the learning outcomes. The evaluation mechanism for measuring the performance of
semantic recommender is given below.
A class of 40 learners was selected for evaluation purpose with profiles available in our
ontology. These profiles (annotated in our ontology with different attributes as given in
section 4.1.1) were used for recommending the suitable contents. In order to compare
and analyze the accuracy of recommendations made by the proposed system named
KASER (Knowledge based Adaptive Semantic E-Learning Recommender) keeping in
view the profiles of the learners (as discussed in section 4.5).
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The learning contents modeled in CourseOntology recommended by proposed
recommender were offered to the domain experts for subsequent recommendation to
the learners. The purpose of this aspect was to assert the degree of correctness shown
by proposed system. During initial weeks, recommendation of contents while
ensuring the personalization was done by rule-based recommender. Here degree of
correctness for contents offered was main focus before assessing the learner. In order
to assert the level of agreement between contents recommended by KASER and the
ones recommended by Domain Expert (DE), Kappa coefficient has been used.
An average of contents recommended by domain experts was taken. This average was
used alongside the contents recommended by KASER for calculating the Kappa’s
coefficient. The range of Kappa’s co-efficient is shown from 70 to 85. As per
research standards anything above 65% is adequate level of agreement (Vanbelle,
2016).
Table 5.6: KASER’s Personalized Content Recommendation Validated by Domain Experts (DE)

No of

Recommendations by

Accuracy Validation by

Kappa ’s

Weeks

KASER

DE

Coefficient

Topics

Sub-Topics

DE 1

DE 2

1-2

3

5

72%

81%

74%

3-4

4

9

83%

77%

79%

5-6

4

7

80%

85%

81%

7-8

3

5

83%

68%

72%

9-10

2

6

76%

84%

78%

At the end of every week, learners have been evaluated through their performance in the
assignments, class exercises and quizzes. Aggregate of their performance was compared with
“Target Performance model”. A target performance model indicates the minimum level of
knowledge that a learner should attain at the end of every evaluation pass. If learner reaches
the desired performance mark for two “learning cycles” continuously, one is upgraded to next
level of difficulty for the post-topic (or set of sub-topics). Similarly, if his performance is not
up to the mark, he is down-graded to easier level of difficulty for current topics. Also,
category of learner is upgraded/down-graded based on his performance after mid-term exam.
Learner is undergone the learning cycle and re-assessed for the performance improvement till
the term concludes. The level of assessment-driven performances has altered the course of
study for learners that incorporates feature of adaptivity. The contents recommended by
KASER for feedback are also validated by domain experts as given in the table below:
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Table 5.7: Feedback driven (Adaptive) Content Recommendation of KASER validated by Domain
Experts (DE)
No of

Recommendations by KASER

Accuracy Validation by DE

Kappa ’s

Weeks

Topics

Sub-Topics

DE 1

DE 2

Coefficient

1-2

3

4

65%

78%

69%

3-4

2

5

73%

69%

74%

5-6

2

3

77%

71%

73%

7-8

1

3

83%

78%

81%

9-10

2

4

87%

79%S

82%

5.6. Impact of OASEF, LCHAIT and KASER on Learner’s Performance
The evaluation process of proposed framework did not span over a week or a term rather
learners from three batches in three years were categorized, underwent learningassessment cycles and their performance was recorded. An aggregate of performance
metrics for implementing the envisaged idea with personalization and adaptivity of
learners was recorded. Fig. 5.13 provides a detailed insight to the weekly progress that
learners made while following the learner activities through conventional system,
comparison with PaELS (Yaramdi, 2013) and through proposed adaptive semantic
recommender (KASER). The assessments were designed such that depth of knowledge,
coverage of contents and impact of remedial exercises could be evaluated.
Figure 5.13: Learner’s Performance: Weekly Impact of PAeLS and KASER
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The average of scores that learners acquired in weekly assessments, exercises and
quizzes were taken for all 8 weeks of summer semester in 2015 for course of "Object
Oriented Programming". Here, assessment results of learners were recorded without
taking into account any of the processes in proposed approach.
In year 2016, with new group of students, learner categorization based content
recommendation was made and subsequently results were recorded. The content
recommendation was done with feature of personalization i.e. learning contents with
respective level of difficulty for the relevant learners.
Lastly, the results with features of learning content adaptivity were recorded in year
2017 on same patterns as in previous two years.
It may be observed that learner’s performance is substantially improved when learning
process is carried out by following the proposed approach (KASER). The results
exhibited by PAeLS (Yarandi, 2013) appeared to be better than conventional approach;
however, a visible performance difference can be seen compared to KASER. Few of the
distinctive reasons for better performance of proposed approach are comprehensive
number of parameters used for learner’s profiling, effective learner categorization
through dynamic machine learning techniques, modeling of learning content at various
levels of difficulty, personalized and effective content recommendation of contents
based on learner ability and assessment based adaptivity of learning contents.
A consolidated view of the learner’s performances in mid-terms and final-terms of year
2015, 16 and 17 is illustrated in figure 5.14 and figure 5.15 respectively.
Figure 5.14: Learner’s Performance in Mid-Terms of 2015, 16, 17
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Figure 5.15: Learner’s Performance in Final-Terms of 2015, 16, 17
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Lastly, overall performance of learners is modeled in fig 5.16. An average of overall scores is
calculated for every student in the batches of three years in order to have a consolidated
picture of how effective is the proposed system and the difference it has made.
Figure 5.16: Learner’s Overall Performance in 2015, 16, 17
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A thorough evaluation of proposed E-learning framework has been provided in preceding
sections from two perspectives i.e. evaluation of ontological models and experimental
evaluation of different dimensions of proposed framework. Ontologies have been evaluated
based upon standard techniques such as OntoClean, OOPS, consistency and domain coverage
as given in section 5.1. Ontologies used in modeling have been found complete, consistent
and rich in terms of knowledge when compared to prevalent models (as given in section 5.2).
The preliminary implementation of proposed framework (OASEF) shows an improvement in
performance of learners as stated in section 5.3. The evaluation of techniques employed for
learner profiling and categorization is explained in section 5.4. The results assert LCHAIT as a
better technique than contemporary ones due to hybrid of neural networks and case based
reasoning. The performance of knowledge based content recommender is evaluated in section
5.5 where accuracy of recommending the learning contents to learners is presented. Finally,
an overall impact of learner’s performance is presented over different temporal scales i.e.
learner’s weekly performance, performance in mid-term exams, improvements in final-terms
exams and overall impact of proposed approaches on learning capacity of learner.
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CHAPTER-06
CONCLUSION
6.1. Conclusion
E-learning systems, as an endemic source of knowledge transmission, have imperative
contribution towards academia especially with coming generations of internet (i.e. web
3.0). Keeping these technological advancements in view, potential increase in number
of learners and their learning requirements; ontology based personalized and adaptive Elearning system has been proposed. The rationale for proposed system has been provided
in detail while justifying its alignment with prevalent technological trends (especially
those of web3.0 technologies). One of the most important goals of E-learning systems
is its effectiveness for improvising learner’s productivity. So learner’s productivity has
been ensured through features of personalization and adaptivity while suggesting the
learning contents to the learner.
Learner attributes having a great role to play in recommending learning contents to the
learner. So comprehensive set of learner attributes was shortlisted in order to build the
learner profiles. The selected profile attributes were further refined for having the ones
with maximum impact on defining learner’s capabilities. This phase of selecting the
effective attributes used preprocessing techniques. The dataset of profiles was developed
at the end of preprocessing phase. Based on these profile attributes, each of the learners
was assigned a category while keeping in view the cognitive skills of learners. Different
machine learning techniques were employed for this phase of learner categorization.
These machine learning techniques included Case based Reasoning, Artificial Neural
Networks and Fuzzy Logic. Also, one of the techniques named LCHAIT was proposed
that exhibited an effective degree of accuracy while categorizing the learners compared
with rest of the techniques. The reason for better performance of LCHAIT is exploitation
of contents in case memory, retention of newly categorized cases and dynamic neural
networks for adaptation. The learner’s categorization is of key importance for
recommending the learning contents to the learner. The learning contents, represented as
Learning Objects (LOs), have been made compliant with web3.0 technologies in the
form of ontologies. The aspects of learning domain, learner, learning content and learner
assessment have been modeled in the ontologies such as DomainOntology,
LearnerOntology, CourseOntology and AssessmentOntology. The learning content
annotated through ontologies and sequenced for learners of different category (such as
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novice, easy, proficient, expert) was recommended through a Rule-based recommender
with respect to learner’s category.
The aspect of adaptivity, having equal impact as that of personalization on learner’s
productivity, was ensured through assessment based sequencing/re-sequencing of
learning contents. The category of learners was also upgraded or downgraded based on
consistent performance evaluation.
The effectiveness of proposed framework exploited twofold approaches i.e. evaluation of
ontology models and experimental evaluation of proposed framework. Ontology models
were evaluated through OntoClean and OOP followed by comparison of proposed
ontology models with prevalent models from perspective of domain coverage. The
proposed ontology models appear to have broader aspects of domain coverage compared
with existing approaches. The experimental evaluation of proposed technique (i.e.
LCHAIT) for learner categorization was made over famous accuracy metrics (such as
precision, recall and f-measure) and computational cost comparison. Also, performance
of LCHAIT was compared with prevalent machine learning techniques (neural networks,
fuzzy logic and case based reasoning). The performance of proposed approach appeared
to be better from all aspects (such as accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure and
computational costs) as evident from results elaborated in section 5.2 to 5.6. On the other
hand, the performance of educational recommender was evaluated based on how
accurate was the learning content recommendation made to the learner when compared
with recommendations made by domain experts. The degree of relevance between
recommendations made by domain experts and ones made by proposed recommender
(KASER) was measured through Kappa Co-efficient. The performance of proposed
recommender appeared to be satisfactory for exhibiting more accuracy as required by
standards. Overall, performance of learners was recorded in order to measure the impact
of proposed approaches on semester- basis (weekly performance, mid-term and finalterm exams) in years 2015, 2016 and 2017 respectively. The performance of learners
appears to improve with gradual incorporation of proposed approach compared with
conventional approach and PAeLs. Such improvement is courtesy to comprehensive
learner profiling, dynamic learner categorization, personalized content recommendation,
adaptive learning cycle and reusable learning contents modeled in ontologies.
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6.2 Future Directions
We look forward to improvise the effectiveness of proposed framework by addressing
following research challenges identified during our research efforts:
The CBR module of LCHAIT uses similarity metrics in retrieving the relevant cases
from the case base as given in section 4.3. The techniques employed seem to be trivial
and static. So, different similarity metrics such as clustering or fuzzy logic would be
used to experiment unsupervised and supervised techniques for dynamic retrieval of
relevant cases. For the adaptation part, we look forward to experiment with another
variation of neural networks i.e. Radial Basis Function (RBF) (Sanchez, 2013) that
works well with limited training/validation sets. Moreover, Genetic Algorithms (GA)
would be used for learner categorization. Another dimension may be to experiment with
fuzzy logic by making its rule base dynamic through GA as done by (Tambe, 2016).
We envisage to measure the impact of reduced number of feature attributes over all the
machine learning techniques used for learner categorization as discussed in section 4.3.
Here the techniques would be trained and validated over initial number of attributes and
later over the pre-processed attributes to observe the performance difference.
We may perform experiments for learner categorization through random forest algorithm
having capacity to classify the learner based upon highly important feature attributes
(thus pre-processing phase may be bypassed).
The phenomenon of learning analytics would be exploited in order to perform the
behavioral analysis of learners through data mining techniques for an insight to learning
outcomes, learner’s future study patterns and to optimize the learning process.
Porting the content developed to famous data repositories for semantic web i.e.
WordNET, PropBank and DBPedia for making the developed ontologies available as
reusable artifacts for future research.
Lastly, we look forward to implementing the proposed framework as part of an end to
end E-learning system that assures adherence to a managed learning process right from
registration of learner to the degree completion by modeling, assessing and profiling
learner in academic as well as co-academic activities.
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APPENDIX-01
Abbreviation Used in Thesis
Sr #

Item

Abbreviation

1

E-Learning

E-L

2

Case Based Reasoning

CBR

3

Neural Networks

NN

4

Fuzzy Logic

FL

5

Ontology based Adaptive Semantic EL Framework

OASEF

6

Knowledge based Adaptive Semantic Recommender

KASER

7

Learning Management System

LMS

8

Massively Open Online Courses

MOOCs

9

Learner Categorization based on Hybrid of AI

LCHAIT

10

Description Logic

DL

11

Extensible Markup Language

XML

12

Shareable Content Object Reference Model

SCORM

13

Instruction Management System

IMS

14

Multiple Layer Perceptron

MLP

15

Radial basis Feed

RBF

16

Back Propagation Neural Networks

BPNN

17

Ontology Pitfall Scanner

OOPS

18

Content Aggregation Model

CAM

19

Runtime Environment

RTE

20

Sequencing and Navigation

SN

24

Unidentified Patterns

UP

25

Web Ontology Language

OWL
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